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Phase Coexistence in Nuclei

F. Gulminelli
LPC Caen (IN2P3-CNRS/Ensicaen et Univeridd), F-14 050 Caen Cdex, France

In this work the general theory of first order phase transitions in finite systems is discussed, with
a special emphasis to the conceptual problems linked to a thermodynamic description for small,
short-lived systems de-exciting in the vacuum as nuclear samples coming from heavy ion collisions.

After a short review of the general theory of phase transitions in the framework of information
theory. we will present the different possible extensions to the field of finite systems. The concept
of negative heat capacity, developed in the early seventies in the context of self-gravitating systems,
will be reinterpreted in the general framework of convexity anomalies of thermostatistical potentials.
The connection with the distribution of the order parameter will lead us to a definition of first order
phase transitions in finite systems based on topology anomalies of the event distribution in the
space of observations. A careful study of the thermodynamic limit will provide a bridge with the
standard theory of phase transitions and show that in a wide class of physical situations the different
statistical ensembles are irreducibly inequivalent.

In the second part of the paper we will apply the theoretical ideas developed in the first part to the
possible observation of a liquid-to-gas-like phase transition in heavy ion collisions. The applicability
of equilibrium concepts in a dynamical collisional process without boundary conditions will first
be critically discussed. The observation of abnormally large partial energy fluctuations in carefully
selected samples of collisions detected with the MULTICS-Miniball array will then be reported as a
strong evidence of a first order phase transition with negative heat capacity in the nuclear equation
of state.
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PART I: PHASE TRANSITIONS IN FINITE SYSTEMS

I. EQUILIBRIUM AND INFORMATION B. The fundamental postulate of statistical
mechanics [1, 2]

Let us consider an experiment that can lead to N dif-
ferent outcomes, each of them associated to a (a priori

A. States and observables [1, 2] unknown) probability of occurrence P() i , .. . ,N. If
the N possible outcomes are grouped into m families of n
results each, N = m n, the prediction of the outcome of

Modem physics associates to every physical system the experiment can be divided into two successive steps:
two different types of objects: observables that character- first find out to which family out of the m possible ones
ize the measurable physical quantities and states whose the result belongs, then determine the actual outcome
knowledge allows to predict the result of experiments, out of the n elements of the chosen family.
Rom the microscopic point of view, single realizations of The incompleteness of the available information can be

systems with N degrees of freedom are characterized by measured through the lack of information or statistical
a pure state (or microstate), that is a wave function [ TN) entropy S.
in quantum mechanics or a point in the 2N-dimensional Let us enumerate some fundamental properties of S:
phase space s = (ql, q2, ... ,qN; P1, P2, .. , PN), with qi and
pi the position and momentum of each degree of freedom, * The lack of information must grow with the number
in classical mechanics. If systems are sufficiently com- of possible results S(N1) > S(N2 ) V N > N 2 .

plex, the exact state is in general impossible to define
and each actual realization corresponds to a microstate * The information cannot depend on the number of
(n) with the probability p('l). In such a realistic case, one steps through which it is collected (N) = S(m.
rather speaks of mixed states (or macrostates) described n) = S(m) + S(n).

by the density ~~~~~~~~~It is easy to show that the ensemble of these properties
can only be fulfilled within a constant by the function

D=> Ip(n) )p(n) (0(n) 1 or D (s)=Zc(s -s(n)) S = -p(n)n.p(n) = fTr (.b nD" 1
n n E

n

It may be interesting to know that if the additivity
Observables are operators defined on the Hilbert space property of the information is relaxed, it is possible to

or classically real functions of 2N real variables. The i- construct a non-extensive extension of the Shannon the-
form ation that can be associated to the system is the ory based on the so called q-statistics which has interest-
ensemble of expectation values of the observables Al on ing applications in out of equilibrium situations as in the
the state, i.e. the ensemble of observations < A > case of turbulent flows [3]. In the following we will limit
E P('-)An where A~n is the actual result of a mea- ourselves to the standard Shannon entropy introduced
surement on the realization (n). In the quantum case above (but we will briefly come back to the problem of
< At >= En p(n) < ,(n)IA&i'(nA) > rDA) Both the information kernel in chapter XII).
for pure and mixed states, if the information on the sys- Once the missing information is defined through
tem is complete at the initial time, this stays true at any equation(1), the fundamental postulate of statistical me-
time because the dynam-ical evolution of states is gov- chanics can be expressed as follows
erned by the deterministic Liouville Von Neumann equa- 'The statistical distribution of microstates usually
tion ratD = {, D} where H1 is the Hamiltonian of the called the equilibrium is the one which maximizes the
system and where {., .} is the commnutator divided by in statistical entropy within the external constraints (i.e.
in quantum mechanics which reduces to the usual Pois- the pertinent information) imposed to the system"
son bracket at the classical limit. However in the case of Indeed any other distribution would introduce an extra
complex systems, the initial conditions are in general in- piece of information, in contrast with the statement that
completely known and an exact solution of the Liouville all the available information is given by the constraint.
Von Neumann equation is out of reach. In general only It is important to remark that this postulate, though
a small set of pertinent observables is known at any time certainly intuitive and elegant, does not necessarily imply

-which is sufficient to determine the state (i.e. the total- that the theory has any predictive power: the fact that
ity of the p('l)) because of the complexity of the density we have only a limited amount of information on a system
operator. does not necessarily mean that the information contained
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in the system is objectively limited. In the following we sum and implies for the Lagrange multipliers
shall anyway keep the fundamental postulate as the only a
reasonable working hy-pothesis in a complex system, and AI a (6)
we will come back to its possible justifications from the a ( 1
dynamics in the second part of this work.

The fundamental postulate of statistical mechanics al- It should be noticed that while DO and Z are functions
lows to determine the equilibrium values of the state o h nesv aibe ,,,teLgnr rnfr 
probabilities p('l). This task is easily accomplished with isafnto of the inocaedetensive variables (A<,h eenr rnfr S,
the method of Lagrange multipliers,.safnto fteascatdetnievrals<A 

Using eqs.(2,3,4) the whole thermodynamics of the sys-
C. Equilibrium and statistical ensembles [4] tem can be calculated if the constraints A > are

known. It is important to remark that this formalism
Let s ue th mehod f Lgrane mltipier to ax- is completely general in the sense that it can be applied

imiet the ttstca metopy Sf L g mutrDinDuers theax for an arbitrary number of bodies with no need of a ther-
conritof saivclentrofy S obs rID nervatonh<1 > modynanmic limit, and that all observables (and not only

Thsrituofain corespoodsertionh < corInts variables conserved by the dynamics) can play the role
This situation pluesns thextra constraints henr of constraints. Moreover the maximization of entropy as

m~aliato of pliste tr a h cntan bfe nor- a tool to deal with the general problem of missing infor-
raedzasnadtionbalit observbl A= 1.iW can efinepo mation can be extended in dynamical situations and has
rane axilary funtional ibseral A= .Wcadeie shown to be a fruitful approach in the field of stochastic

an auxiliary function Y is as quantum transport[51.

L The usual ensembles of standard thermodynamics can
Y i -T) in b - E \,TrbA, also be obtained as applications of this general the-

1=0 ~~~~ory. Let us consider for example the case where the
only constraint is the energy < E >= Tr(D0 Hf)=

The extremum corresponds to 6Y = 0, with no r- z pE(I) associated with the Lagrange multiplierfi
strictions on the variation JfD of the density matrix D, The probability of the n-th energy eigenstate is then
leading to the condition nD + 1 + 1=0~ AI = 0. The p~ = exp(-f6E(')) while the energy probability dis-
solution is the density matrix at equilibrium which is a nw(E)

functio of theLagrang multipiers A1 tribution reads pp(E) = exp(-fiE) where W(E) is
the number of states corresponding to an energy E. The

io {L Lagrange multiplier fl has the physical meaning of the in-
fl exp jZ AI (2) verse of the temperature T = 8-1. The relation between

(- 1=1 ~~~the average energy and the temperature is given by the

where we have already taken care of the normalization equation of state < E > = - ap n Z,6 and the Legendre
constraint by introducing the partition sum transform S(< E >) = n Z,6 + f8 < E > represents the

well known relation between the canonical entropy and
L ~~~~the free energy FT -P' n Zp.

Z = Tr exp, AA (3) The microcanonical ensemble can also be obtained
from this general theory considering that in the absence
of any constraint (except the normalization of proba-

The link between a constraint < A > (r observation, bilities) all states must be equiprobable. The micro-
or extensive variable) and the associated Lagrange multi- canonical entropy is then obtained as the expression of
plier Al (or thermodynamically conjugated intensive van- the Shannon entropy within the equilibrium distribution
able) is given by an equation of state PO = 1/W(E), S(E) Z - W-' In W-' = n W.

aInZ (4)
(A1) ax, ~~II. GENERALITIES ABOUT PHASE

It is also possible to express AI as a function of < A >TRNIOS
by inverting the equation of state. Indeed the equilibrium
corresponding to the considered constraints is associated Generally speaking, for a given value of the control
to a value for the statistical entropy parameters (or intensive variables) Xi, the properties of

a substance are univocally defined, i.e. the conjugated
S = jj Droin0 =~ Al A,)~ + n z (5) extensive variables < A > have a unique value unam-

L....~~~v \/ ~biguously defined by the corresponding equation of state.
For instance the volume occupied by n moles of an ideal

This last equation known as a Legendre transform gas at a given pressure P and temperature T is given by
gives the relation between the entropy and the partition V = nRT/P. In reality we have seen in the previous
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chapter that extensive variables, being by definition ex- sum is
pectation values of operators, are associated with a prob- o epPEn
ability distribution unless the system is described by a 4=~ep-3()
pure state. The intuitive expectation that extensive vari-n
ables at equilibrium have a unique value therefore means where the sum runs over the available eigenstates n of the
that the probability distribution is narrow and normal, Hamiltonian. If energy can be treated as a continuous
such that a good approximation can be obtained by re- variable this euation can be written as
placing the distribution with its most probable value.q

In this case, as we will see in section 1I A, the Legendre Z- d ()ep-E 7
transform gives an exact mapping between the standardZ 1 -

intensive ensembles in which the control parameter is in-
tensive or equivalently only the average of the extensive which is nothing but a Laplace transform between the
variable is known and the more exotic extensive ensem- canonical partition sum and the microcanonical entropy
bles where an extensive variable is controlled event by SE = n W (E). If the integrand (E) = W (E) exp(-/3E)
event, demonstrating the equivalence between the differ- is a strongly peaked function the integral can be replaced
ent statistical ensembles. In the following we will often by the maximum f (E)
take as an paradigm of intensive ensembles the canonical
ensemble for which the inverse of the temperature 8- 41 ;z: W(B) exp(-fl£) (8)
(or equivalently the average energy < E>) is controlled whccaberritns
while the archetype of the extensive ensemble will be the whccaberritns
miicrocanonical one for which the energy is strictly con- In Z 3 ~ S - E(9
served.

The normality of probability distributions is usually or introducing the free energy FT -f6l1 n Z4
assumed on the basis of the central limit theorem that
we will briefly review in section II B. However some sit- FT R: - TSE
uations exist in which the probability distributions of ex- Eq9 hstetrcueoanprxiteLgde
tensive variables are abnormal and for example bimodal: Eq.ns(9) anshwati the structurepofna approximaeLg -r
in this case two different properties (phases) coexist for mtranr andshw th atmbe ifrna thede ointo appoxi-

teemeaeit of phaitese coentence usringl. thist straints acting on a specific observable (here energy) dif-
tuemtive bodascitoo argum entwl boexien atin th s endo fer only by a simple linear transformation. We will see in
section imoaiyaruetw B. ivnaheedo the next section and in more details in chapter VI that

section II B. ~~~~~~~however the saddle point approximation eq.(8) can be
The topological anomalies of probability distributions highly incorrect close to a phase transition. In particular,

and the failure of the central limit theorem in phase co- when the canonical distribution of energy is bimodal a
existence imply that in a first order phase transition the unique saddle point approximation becomes inadequate.
different statistical ensembles are in general not equiva- In this case eq. (9) cannot be applied and eq. (7) is the only
lent and different phenomena can be observed depending possible transformation between the different ensembles.
on the fact that the controlled variable is extensive or in To summarize one should not confuse
tensive. This general statement will be developed in great
detail in chapter V and its far reaching consequences will *the link between the thermodynamic potential of
be analyzed in chapter VI. the intensive and of the extensive ensemble which is

given by a Laplace transform. This Laplace trans-
form may lead to an approximate Legendre trans-
formation only if the distribution is normal.

A. Th diffrencebetwen Lapace ad Legndre. the exact Legendre transform between the entropy
of the intensive ensemble and the corresponding

We have seen in the last chapter that the relation be- thermodynamic potential.
tween the different thermostatistical potentials is given
by the Legendre transform. t is important to distin- This simply corresponds to the fact that the micro-
guish between transformations within the same statisti- canonical and canonical entropies can e very different.
cal ensemble as the Legendre transform (which gives for
instance the link between the canonical partition sum
and the canonical entropy) and transformations between B. The central limit theorem and phase
different ensembles which are instead given by non lin- coexistence
ear integral transforms. Let us consider energy as the
extensive observable and temperature as the conjugated The typical representation of the probability distribu-
intensive one. The definition of the canonical partition tion of any generic random variable depending on a not
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too small number of degrees of freedom is a Gaussian where AL, VL (AG, VG) are the fractions of total number
distribution. The very general validity of the Gaussian of molecules A and volume V belonging to the ordered
is due to one of the most important theorems of statis- (disordered) phase
tics, the Laplace central limit theorem. Let us consider
an extensive observable E (i.e., energy) that can be writ- A = AL + AG V =VL+VG

ten as the sum of I independent contributions (i.e. the Teeulbimsaigo n sgvnb h
energy of the different particles constituting the system) -The eqilibriu ha rie ngy n sgvnb h
E = ei, where the e follow an arbitrary probability minimizainothfrenrg
distribution with the unique requirement that the global aF a FL 9FG a F a FL a FG
variance a' EI((e:) - (ei)')/I is finite. Then the L - = -; - =i - =V 0 0
central limit theorem states that the distribution of E
tends to a Gaussian distribution with a width decreasing implying the equality for the intensive variables conju-
with the number of degrees of freedom gated to the mass number and the volume, namely the

chemical potential and the pressure

limp() =721 (E - (E))2
im-, p(E) ex(- )u2 (10) PL =PG PL =IG

This procedure can be generalized to any statistical
According to the central limit theorem at the thermo- ensemble. If we consider for example the microcanoni-

dynamic limit the distribution of an extensive variable cal ensemble, the absence of constraints means that the
p(E) tends to a 6-function, implying, as we have men- thermostatistical potential is directly the microcanonical
tioned at the beginning of the chapter, that the prop- entropy
erties of the system are univocally defined by the value
of the intensive parameter that controls the asymptotic S (A, E, V) l n W (A, E, V) (12)
value of (E) through the appropriate equation of state. SL(AL,ELVL) +SG(AG,EG,VG)
Moreover in most cases a few tens of particles are enough
for the Gaussian approximation to be correct, meaning with the extra conservation law E= EL + EG. The
that the limit appearing in eq. (10 ) can be neglected in extremization of S respect to V and A gives again the
practical applications. Another consequence of the cen- equality of the chemical potential and pressure for the
tral limit theorem is that the Laplace transform becomes two coexisting phases, while the derivative respect to the
equivalent to a Legendre transform as we have discussed energy variable gives
in the preceding section, leading to the equivalence of
statistical ensembles. TL =TG

However a situation can occur in which the probabil-
ity distribution is bimodal and never tends to a gaussian. where we have defined the microcanonical temperature
Such a situation is called a first order phase transition. as T- = ES in analogy with the canonical Legendre
This patent violation of the central limit theorem is due transform fi = 8OE Sq (the justification of the physical
to the fact that phase transitions are associated to long meaning of e9ES as an inverse temperature is postponed
range correlations and the independence hypothesis be- to chapter IV).
tween the different degrees of freedom breaks down. Equilibrium between the two phases is characterized

Let us illustrate the standard picture of phase coexis- by the equality of the temperatures. On the other hand,
tence within a simple example. Consider a molecular sys- the conjugated extensive variables are different in the
tern in the canonical ensemble characterized by the free two phases EL < E. This means that at the transition
energy F = -T ln Z (E) - TS. As we have demon- temperature Tt, = TL = TG the energy is discontinuous
strated in section I C the maximization of the statistical at the phase transition (latent heat).
entropy with the energy constraint is equivalent to the To summarize, in this standard view first order phase
minimization of the free energy. At low temperature a transitions are characterized by
minimization of F is approximately equivalent to a mini- thprsneotwpaesicnat
mization of (E): the equilibrium state of the system will thprsneotwpaesicnat
be given by a compact configuration (a crystal or a liq- . a discontinuity in (one ore more) first order deriva-
uid) with free energy FL (A, V). On the other side at tives of the thermostatistical potential (energy, vol-
high temperature the minimization of F corresponds to ume, mass number...)
a maximization of the canonical entropy, which will be
achieved by a disordered rarefied state (a gas phase) with To obtain this result we have written the thermostatis-
free energy FGc(A, V). Phase coexistence means that at tical potential as a simple sum of the contributions of the
an intermediate temperature the two free energy solu- two phases (eqs.(11,12)). This is true only if the free en-
tions are allowed giving for the total free energy ergy (or entropy) of the interface between the two phases

is negligible, i.e. for large systems interacting through
F(A, V) = FL (AL, VL) + FG (AG, VG) (1 1) short range forces.
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In the next sections we will illustrate this standard grancanonical partition sum of the Lattice Gas interac-
view of first order phase transitions within the Ising tion hamiltonian is isomorphous to the canonical parti-
model. tion sum of the Ising model in an external field

The additivity hypothesis of the thermostatistical po-
tential breaks down for finite systems and even in the P (HL%~ - tiA) fHls + K
thermodynamic limit if the forces are long ranged. The
far reaching consequences of dropping this approximation where K is a constant. This result implies that all re-
will be developed in chapter IV. sults obtained within the Ising model concerning mag-

netic transitions can be translated in terms of fluid tran-
sitions and vice-versa. In particular the magnetiza-

C. The Ising model and its relation to Lattice Gas tion m = Zk 8k) IN is related to the matter density

Let us consider an ensemble of N classical spins which pIkn /Nbm 2-1
can take one of the two values Sk = ±1 on a lattice under III. MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION AND
the influence of an external magnetic field h and a con- METROPOLIS SAMPLING
stant coupling J between neighbouring sites according to
the Hamiltonian

Even for simplified models such as Thing no analytical
N N solution exists for a number of dimensions D > 2. This is

HIS -h EI sic - - :Sk Sj (13) the reason why mean field solutions have been developed.
k=1 kgj The idea of the mean field approximation is to replace

where the second sum extends over closest neighbours. the intractable N-body problem with an approximately
The Thing model eq.(13) has been originally introduced equivalent analtica one body problem. Let us illustrate

to give a simple description of ferromagnetism. In reality this method on the Thing case. If the Hamiltonian is
the phenomenon of ferromagnetism is far too complicated composed of one body terms solely
to be treated in a satisfactory way by this oversimplified N
Hamiltonian; however the fact that the Thing model is Hlb =- Z hkSk (15)
exactly solvable in iD) and 2 and that very accurate k=1

numerical solutions exist for the three dimensional case
makes this model a paradigm of first and second order with hk a generic one body operator, the thermodynam-
phase transitions. The other appealing side of the Thing ics of the system is solved in one line. Indeed the partition
model is its versatility: introduced to explain magnetic sum in the canonical ensemble reads
phase transitions, it i also well adapted to describe fluid 1 +
phase transitions. Indeed we can show that a close link +~ . x -ll)(6
exists between the Ising Haiitonian eq. (1 3) and the Lat- Zlb =Z ... exp(-3Hl 16
tice Gas Hamiltonian which is the simplest modelization N,- N-

of the liquid-gas phase transition N1Z ep(fl)+ep(h)

H 1 N N k=1

PlCk 2 2li - k(14) where the last equality holds if h = h Vk, and is
k~~~j ~~promptly generalized to the non-local case.

In the Lattice Gas model, the same N lattice sites in D To reduce the Hamniltonian to a one body interaction
dimensions are characterized by an occupation nkc = 0, 1 the correlations among the different sites have to e ne-
and by a D components momentum vector ffk. Occupied glected such that the interaction on a given site depends
sites (particles) interact with a constant closest neighbour only of the coordinates of the site. The first part of this
coupling . chapter is devoted to one of the possible applications of

Because of the transformation nk ( + 1)/2 the this approximation to the Thing model (section III A) and
Thing Hamiltonian HIS can be mapped into the inter- its consequences for the problem of first order phase tran-
action part HL7, of the Lattice Gas Hamiltonian HLG. sitions in fluids (section III B). We will see that an equiv-
Indeed let us consider the interaction part of the Lattice alent one body problem can be formulated and the two
Gas partition sum in the grancanonical ensemble body character of the force results in a self-consistency

problem for the equations of state which have to be solvedZ .nt exp(-,6(H~nG - jsA)) iteratively.
ni=0,1 nlN=M, It is important to stress that all mean field approaches

EN ~~~~~~~~~~~are approximations which, because of the intrinsic lack of
where A k nj is the total number of particles and correlations, are especially bad in phase coexistence. In
', jp are Lagrange multipliers. With the identification the recent years the enormous progress of computing ma-
J = /4 and h (zac + 2) 4, it is easy to show that the chines has allowed the numerical solution of three dimen-
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sional models without any approximation with Monte-hh
Carlo based methods (section III C). These exact solu-
tions clearly show the inherent limitations of mean field A *no
approaches as it will be discussed in chapter IV. m0 m -1

A. Mean field approximation for the Ising modelNT. TT
T<T~~~~~~~T

The interaction acting on the k-th site in the Ising FI.1Letsd:rliobtwnthavagmgeizin
model eq.(13) is hk = h+J ~j sj, where the sum extends FIn. 1:e Laeftie relat bten rthe aal anueitin
over the first neighbours of site k. The simplest way ad temeagne feldh the suciteicoriial nmde ueiti-
to obtain a one body term is to assume the spin of the ca e prrormten t hre diesionae: in ma lcodelruinh
neighbouring sites s constant all over the lattice and meafng el pprition. Righetide awlcatution
equal to the average magnetization s ~ (s) m. With mdfigtesbrtclmgeiaincre
this simplest version of the mean field approximation the T>Tc T<T0~
exact interaction is approximated by the interaction the
site would experience if the spin distribution was uniform. h=O0 Fo h=O A FO
The Ising Hamiltonian can then be written as a one body
Hamniltonian

N N mi--m
HMF = -Zh k IK = -Z:(h+ Jzmn)sk±K (17)1

k=l k=i

within a constant K which has to be determined by im-
posing that the expectation value Of HMF is equal to the T>T0 T<Te
mean field energy

EMF = hNm +Ept -N hm +Jz m2) (18) h>O Fo h>O Fo

where the last equality is obtained by writing the inter- J- mm
action energy as 1- 

Eint = 2 ZZkj

k1l j~pk FIG. 2: Mean field free energy as a function of magnetization
j N Ljz2 at zero (upper part) and positive (lower part) magnetic field,
- 1 () (j) =- z for a supercritical (left) and a subcritical (right) temperature.

k=i j74k2

which shows once again that the effect of the mean field which leads to a self-consistent equation for the magne-
approximation is the neglect of two body correlations. tization
The comparison of eq.(18) with the expectation value
of eq.(17) leads to the definition of the constant K as m tanh ffl (h + Jzm)) (20)
K= JNzm2 /2. In fact this energy correction exactly Equation (20) is represented in figure 1 in the subcrit-
compensates the double counting of the two-body inter- ical, critical and supercritical regime. If the behaviour
action due to the introduction of the average interaction of the equation of state for T > T = Jz is qualita-
of each spin with all its neighbours. The mean field par- tieysmlrothclbaedxctnagrouin

teidvdapatition sumq(1) s factorhedifrn stesouto of the two-dimensional Ising model [6], in the first order
the ndiidua patitin sms f th diferet stesphase transition regime the mean field solution shows

ZMF ZZ exp (-fl(HMF)) = ZN (19) a backbending behaviour with a negative susceptibility
±1= 41 4 X- = hm region. To understand the physical meaning

of the backbending, the free energy F = -P-' In ZMF is
where shown as a function of magnetization in figure 2 in the

Z = ex h+ Jzm) Jm2)) h = 0and h > case. Rom this figure one can see
exp (h ~~ ~~2that the backbending corresponds to a maximum of the

k ~~~~~~~~~free energy, i.e. an instability. Indeed the coexistence

= ( ep Jzm 2 ) ch (p h +J= between the two phases at different magnetization can-
- 2ep ~~--~-2 cp + mjnot be obtained in a mean field calculation because of
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the intrinsic homogeneity hypothesis m = () = cs. since the probability distribution for the mean field prob-
The backbending therefore reflects the instability of the lem reads pi = exp ( - ) ZI&. The expectation of
homogeneous mean field solution with zero magnetiza-
tion respect to the separation into two distinct phases at I"lb is readily calculated as
m = ± nio. At non zero field the magnetization oriented (Hb N(m+jZM2 ) inhm E, (2
in the direction of the field has the minimum free energy, (Ib h hr EF (2
therefore it will correspond to the unique equilibrium so- The general relation between entropy and free energy
lution. In the zero field case the two solutions have the -fl =_n ZMF = SMF - /3EMF finally leads to
same energy. This implies that every linear combination
of these solutions in ZMF =ln Zb +fiE~ (23)

m(h = ,T <T,) = amo±(1-a)(-mo) ; 0< a<1 Equation (23) shows that because of the two body in-
(21) teraction the partition sum is different from the one body

will have the same free energy; such a linear combination partition sum even in the mean field approximation. In
represents the coexistence between the two solutions as fact the difference comes from the double counting of the
we have discussed in chapter II and corresponds to an two-body interaction if the energy is calculated as (Hlb).-
horizontal straight line in the F - m and in the h - m The best way to understand the mean-field approach is
plane (tangent construction) as shown in the right part to consider mean-field solutions as a trial state to maxi-
of figure 1. mize the entropy completed by the constraints (S-fl (E))

If the lack of correlations of the mean field is cured by i.e. to variationally estimate the free energy F =
allowing a mixed phase according to eq. (21), the usual -,9-' (S - 0 (E)). Then only the mean-field free energy
shape of the phase transition is recovered (discontinuity can be considered as a good approximation of the exact
in the first derivative of the thermodynamic potential). free energy leading to OiF I n Zlb - fEPiT which is

To conclude this section we would like to comment the nothing but equation (23).
difference between a self consistent approach as the mean
field approximation and a genuine one body Hamiltonian
as in eq.(15),(16). WVe have shown in chapter I that the B. Implications for the liquid-gas transition
thermodynamics of a system is completely determined
once the partition sum is known, since all thermody- We have seen in section 110C that the isomorphism be-
namic quantities can be calculated as successive deriva- tween the Ising model and the Lattice Gas model implies
tives of In Z. The Hamiltonian entering the mean field that all physical results concerning magnetic transitions
approximation of the partition sum eq.(19) differs from can be easily translated in the fluid language and applied
the mean field approximation of the Ising Hamiltonian within minor modifications to the liquid-gas transition.
because of the constant K which we have been forced to To this aim the Ising canonical partition sum Za or
add for the Hamiltonian to have the correct expectation free energy F = -fl-1 In Z11, has to be transformed into
value. The constant K in the partition sum represents the Lattice Gas grand-canonical partition sum ZGC, or
more than a trivial shift in the energy scale since K de- grand potential f = -fi'` In ZGC. If we only focus on
pends on m which in turn is calculated from In Z showing the interaction part of the Lattice Gas model this leads
the self-consistent character of the approach. Following to
eqs.(15),(16) one could be tempted to define from the J \\
mean field approximation to the Ising Hamiltonian a one eX (-0f1L.9) = e (-OFIS) exp (N ( + ~)I
body partition sum as 2 / /

N In the mean field approximation Fis = fi-1 In ZMF is

Zib exp (-fi(h + s)given by eq.(19) giving for the Lattice Gas grand poten-
C= +1 ~~~~~~~~~~~tial

and the question arises whether thermostatistia obsev nLG = Z 1 I 2h(i( z-fl-zJ 

ables can be obtained from the successive derivatives of N 22 2
Zlb. The total number of lattice sites in the Lattice Gas

To answer to this question one has to use the formalism framework represents the volume of the fluid N = V.
of chapter I and explicitly calculate the statistical entropy The equation of state p = -lolv n Z allows to access

SMF -Epilnpi ~ ~~~~the pressure
= 1LG_1

i ~~~~~~~PL _ -- zp 2 +O i'n p (24)
(pi P - I Zlb))

~~' ~~~ lb ~~where the last equality is obtained using the magneti-
O 3(Hb) + in Zb zation equation of state eq.(20) and the substitutions
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- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~FIG. 4: Left: distributions of the canonical events at two
1 ~~~~~~~~~~temperatures (full lines) as a function of the energy for a

V/b cubic lattice of size L = 6 compared to a random sampling
(dashed line). Right: Estimation of the temperature from eq.-

FIG. 3: Isothermns in the pressure versus volume (in cell unilts (27) (see text). The coupling constant has been fixed to
b) plane for the three dimensional Lattice Gas model in the 5.5MeV.
mean field approximation with a Maxwell construction of the
mixed phase. The coexistence zone is also indicated.

semble), it is accepted according to the weight

m = 2p - 1, J e/2. Figure 3 shows some selected P(2) = exp (, (E (2 E(')V'
isotherms of the fluid equation of state. At subcriti- P(1
cal temperatures T < T eq. (24) predicts a backbend-
ing which reflects the instability of the homogeneous The thermodynamics of the model can then e calcu-
mean field solution respect to the separation into dis- lated from a direct evaluation of the partition sum 4, via
tinct phases as in figure 1 above. Once again, if a linear an iterative procedure [71). At a temperature T =-1
interpolation of the liquid and gas volume solutions is the number of sampled realizations of the system with an
imposed, the usual plateau of the Maxwell construction energy E is
is recovered (figure 3). The critical point is defined as
the ending point of the coexistence zone, i.e. the point N(E) = 1 (~-E(5
at which the first as well as the second derivative of the 40
equation of state are zero. Substituting in eq.(24) we get where W(E) is the degeneracy of the state and N the

1/2, T~ LZ.7),~ T~ (i 2 - 1/2).total number of sampled states. (An example for a cubic
three dimensional lattice gas model in the canonical en-
semble with periodic boundary conditions is given in the
left part of Fig.4 8].) From the comparison of the occu-
pation probabilities at two different temperatures T1 , T2

C. Metropolis simulations one then has

Z1= Z 2 Ni (E) e E (62 -1 zi (E) (26)
The exact solution of three dimensional Ising-based N2 (E)

models can only be achieved through numerical simu- which is valid for all the different energy bins.
lations. The basic principle of a standard Metropolis In order to profit from all the available data we can
simulation can be summarized as follows. Let us con- compute the partition sum as a weighted average of the
sider for simplicity a single Lagrange multiplier (i.e. the above relation over the various energy bins
inverse of a temperature s with its associated extensive
variable (i.e. an energy E). An exact sampling of the = >1 zi (E) NT2 (E) N 1 (E)/ V yN 2 (E) N1 (E~)
partition sum 4 = j ep(-,6E(')) requires the differ- E E

ent lattice configurations (or microstates) nz to e sam- Then, Z1 is obtained iteratively with an initial normal-
pled with the probability = exp(-,6E(n))/4,, where ization to the infinite temperature limit where the par-
EW~ is the expectation value of the corresponding oper- tition sum is analytical. A check of the precision of this
ator on the state (n), here the total energy of the lattice. method is shown in Fig.4: once the partition sum is
Starting with an arbitrary configuration (1) of the spins known, eq.(25) can be inverted leading to an a posteriori
si, i = 1,.. , Nt, a second configuration (2) is generated estimation of the temperature
by flipping randomly one of the Nt0,t spins of the lattice.
If configuration (2) does not violate a conservation law T1 I (nZ - nZ, - nN,6(E) () 7
(total mass conservation if we work in the canonical en- E \\ No (E) E)(7



via a comparison (presented in the left part of Fig.4) of
the occupation N,9(E) at temperature P` with the oc- . v v v

cupation in the infinite temperature limit No(E), which
is given by a random sampling. Eq.(27) is again valid for
all energy bins. The fact that the calculated temperature
T~d for each energy bin is independent of E is a strong
test of the numerical sampling of the canonical ensembleV
and is demonstrated in the right part of Fig.4. Moreover
the fact that the a posteriori estimation of the temper-
ature TI is statistically consistent with the input one FIG. 5: Schematic representation of the Van Hove theorem
T shows the precision of the calculation of the partition demonstration (left) and the corresponding inter-particle in-
sum that can be achieved with the Metropolis method. teraction

IV. FINITE SYSTEMS: GETTING MORE nothing about finite systems except that the theorem
FROM PUSHING LESS cannot be demonstrated. If this equivalence between sta-

tistical ensembles would be a good approximation even
In the preceding sections we have defined a first order for finite systems, an experiment where the order param-

phase transition as a discontinuity in the first derivative eter is controlled (e.g. for the Ising model all events in
(or order parameter) m of the thermodynamic potential the statistical sample share the samne value of the magne-
F as a function of the control parameter. Such a discon- tization) would lead to the same equation of state as the
tinuity can exist only in the thermodynamic im-it since one obtained when the conjugated field is imposed to the

system but the magnetization remains free to fluctuate.
this discontinuity corresponds to phase coexistence Then the sudden jump of the magnetization observed in
according to the equation (see section IB) infinite systems would be replaced by a smooth variation.

If this would be true, the existence of the transition in
F(a m, + ( - a) in2 ) = a F(mi) + (1 - a) F(m 2) the finite system could only be proved through finite size

scaling techniques.
which holds if the free energy per particle is inde- This is in fact not the case.
pendent of the number of particles, i.e. if surface In the next sections we will show that the Van Hove
can be neglected respect to volume which is only theorem is violated in first order phase transitions if the
possible if the volume goes to infinity, system is finite, and this violation can persist up to the

a if the system is finite the partition sum is a sum thermodynamic limit in the case of long range forces. A
overa fnit numer f cnfigratons i~e anan- consequence of that is that it will be possible to give

alytic fnction.mbAs af conequeanc, i .firs orde a rigorous definition of phase transitions even in finite
deritive funcin. A acodngequto it corspodeng systems, with the prediction (and in some case the ex-
euatin< ofs atecotreengt discontisnuiies perimental evidence, see the second part of this work)

equaion f sate annt prsen disontnuites. of fancy phenomena as negative heat capacities, negative
For these reasons, it is often stated that phase tran- compressibilities and negative susceptibilities.

sitions are only defined for infinite systems. Following The non-equivalence of statistical ensembles has also
this viewpoint, finite systems can present only smooth important conceptual consequences. It implies that the
phase changes (cross-over); to demonstrate the asymp- value of thermodynamic varables for the very same sys-
totic existence of a phase transition a careful study of tem depends on the type of experiment which is per-
the behaviour of thermostatistical variables with the size formed (i.e. on the ensemble of constraints which are
of the system (finite size scaling[9]) has to be performed; put on the system), contrary to the standard thermody-
in this context, finite size scaling is also the only way to namic viewpoint that water heated in a kettle is the same
determine the order of a transition if one believes that i as water put in an oven. This point will be discussed in
finite systems all transitions are smooth. chapter VI.

These considerations are based on analyses where the
intensive variable associated with the order parameter is
controlled (i.e. the order parameter is only measured in A. The Van Hove theorem
average). In such a case, indeed the equation of state
are always smooth in finite system. But what happens Let us consider a classical system of distinguishable
in other statistical ensembles? particles in a volume V. Let us divide V = mVo + V,

A fundamental theorem in statistical mechanics, the in m equal boxes separated by a corridor' of width
Van Hove theorem, demonstrated in the next session, b larger than the range of the force such that the in-
guarantees the equivalence between different statistical teractions among particles in different boxes can be ne-
ensembles at the thermodynamic limit. However, it tells glected, (see figure 5). Let us calculate the grand poten-
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tial P = -Tln Z the volume (or the number of particles), the observables

Z~(V) Z ep (-~ (Hn) -Nn))distributions PN (A) will also tend to an asymptotic func-

where the sum extends over all the possible configura- lim. PN (A) = ~(4)
tions of the system, H -n = ~) Un (N(n)) represents N-*00N

the energy (number of particles) of the system in the Equation (29) also implies that in the thermodynamic
configuration (n), and f, p~ are the associated Lagrange limit ensembles are equivalent. Indeed if w =Z,,V)
multipliers, the inverse temperature and the chemical po- for an arbitrary subsystem Vi, this implies that reduced
tential respectively. The partition sum results extensive variables are intensive, i.e. that the asymptotic

_ ~~~~~~~~~~~distribution N ha aihn it n agreement

Z,6sp(v) 1: akNzjj f 3 N xp (-flu) with the central limit theorem section IIB. Since en-
1N=0 N iv sembles differ at the level of fluctuations, this shows the

00 ~~~~~~~~~equivalence between ensembles.
a N p(N, V) (28) This equivalence can e demonstrated explicitly by

Nzt. showing that the equation of state which is defined

3 ~~~~both in the grancanonical and in the canonical ensem-
with a = exp(fip), zk 2m~ /2 and the canoni- ble, namely p = -olvinZ, is the same in the two

hy6, ensembles[I0]. Indeed let us consider a single box con-
cal prtitin su Zs(N V) ,fd 3 r exp (-flU) . In tamling n particles. The auxiliary partition sum can be

the thermodynamic limit N - , V -, V -oo, witten as
V/N -+ v = cte, the volume of the corridor V, oc mV2~ N

can be neglected respect to the total volume and the Z,8(N, V) E Z,6 (n, VO) k,6(N - n, V - Vo) (30)
contribution to the partition sum of the particles in the =
corridor can be neglected too if the interaction is short
range such that only a finite number of particles (b/a)3 In the limiting situation in which 4, can be confused
can interact with a given particle. Then if we define the with Z,6 we can write
auxiliary partition sums Z46(N, V) and Z, (V) obtained ' V
under the constraint that no particle is in the corridor, InZ,6(N -n, V - V) = (N - n)fN V0
it is easy to demonstrate[10] that asymptotically ( 0

where the expansion to the first order in n is justi-
fied by the short range repulsion of the interaction which

Z,6(N, V) --- Z46(N, V) guarantees that, if the volume VO is let to infinity slower
V OO than the total volume V, n is asymptotically small re-

Using once again the fact that the force is short ranged spect to N. Replacing this expression in equation (30)
the grancanonical partition sum can be factorized as w get
ZO,(V) = (Zp,(Vo))m giving Zas(N,V) =ex-p(NIN(v))

exp (NfN -Voafv).

]Z (v) l~Vo) E~Z0(n, Vo)exp (n(v89 - 1)fN)

and a similar relation can be established [10) in the which gives an implicit equation for aJ N
canonical case 00

exp(VoD9,fN) ; d Zj3(n,Vo)exp (n(v,, -1)fN)
?l=0

InZw(Nv ) fN (~ * f(v) (29) and finally the equation of state
N (N) N-+ oo a~n~(,)-efN(v) _nE In a Z,(n, Vo)

This demonstrates that a thermodynamic limit exists aV8 V0
for these systems. Indeed if the thermodynamic poten- 81 n Z,6 (V) (1
tial per unit volume tends to a constant independent ofa 31
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which demonstrates the equivalence of the equation of '

state for all values of the extensive variable V. An ad- . ~
ditional problem arises in first order phase transitions,
since in this case the coexistence region is not accessible
to the intensive ensemble and therefore the right handTF 
side of equation (31) is not defined. In this case we can ~
however show that at the thermodynamic limit the jump
in the extensive variable observed at the transition pointAAGL

AG A'A ,of the intensive ensemble (here grancanonical) must cor-
respond to a plateau in the corresponding extensive en- 0 50 100 150 200 0 50 100 150 200
semble (here canonical), i.e. that an asymptotic equiva- A 0
lence between ensembles has to be expected even in the
case of first order phase transition if the force is short FIG. 6: Schematic representation of the liquid-gas phase tran-
ranged. We have just demonstrated that in the thermo- sition in the canonical ensemble for an infinite system (left
dynamic limit a canonical ensemble (with partition sum side) and a finite system (right side).
4#(N, V)) can be seen as a collection of a number m,
eventually going to infinity, of grancanonical ensembles
(with partition sum Z,3j(Vo)) at equilibrium, i.e. char--_____
acterized by the same temperature, pressure and chem- -I I-.

ical potential. Indeed for a given box i of volume V .. .
the ensemble of the other m - 1 boxes can be seen as a ~j. ~ 2.

partcleresevoi (rcll goes to infinity slower than ~IJparticle reservoir ~~~~~~recau vo ~~-3.2
V), leading to a fluctuating number of particles in the ~.-.
i - th box under the constraint of the global conserva-
tion law Ni N = N. Let us consider for the global 1 0-3.60,
canonical system a density value p NV lying in- . . .
side the coexistence region. This value is inaccessible toP(/f )
the grancanonical ensemble for which the density jumps ' /
at the transition pressure from the ordered phase value 0 T=
PL = NL/Vo to the disordered value PG = NG/VO. The T 
only possibility to get a total density between PL and PG
combining grancanonical systems at the transition pres- " 1 0 100-20 0
sure and respect the conservation laws, is to mix the pure A
states PL and in linear proportion, i.e. to perform a
Maxwell construction.

This shows that the straight line construction in fig- FIG. 7: Free energy, chemical potential and pressure for a
ure 3 is the physical behaviour expected for a first order 6x6x6 Lattice Gas at a subcritical temperature. Dashed lines:
phase transition in the thermodynamic limit also if the mean field approximation; symbols: exact results.
total number of particles is controlled. This completes
our demonstration of tie asymptotic equivalence between
statistical ensembles. liquid-like solution at high density. A tangent construc-

In the next section we will show that the violation of tion (straight line) corresponds to the inclusion in the
the Van Hove theorem in finite systems leads to the emer- prionsmfmxepatinsgvnblnarcb-
gence of new thermodynamic phenomena in first order partionsumth tof mixelptions ive b linear obi-i
phase transitions of mesoscopic systems. only possible in infinite systems for which we can neglect

the role of the interface (the corridor' between the two
phases); this leads to a plateau in the conjugated inten-

B. Convexity anomalies and phase transitions sive variable It = 8Ff 9A 0 . If the system is finite (right
part) the free energy per particle of the liquid fraction

Let us consider the thermodynamics of a first order is higher than in the case of the pure liquid solution be-
phase transition in an extensive ensemble, i.e. in the cause of the increased surface tension; as a result the free
physical case where the order parameter is a controlled energy of the mixed configuration is higher than the tan-
variable. A schematic representation of the liquid gas gent construction, i.e. is a concave function of Ao, giving
phase transition in the canonical ensemble is given in rise to a backbending in the chemical potential and a
the left part of figure 6. The mean field solution for the negative susceptibility X- =aAP
free energy (dotted line) F(Ao, V) at a given tempera- This is illustrated in figures 7,8 that show the free en-
ture shows two minima in the spirit of Landau theory, ergy, chemical potential and pressure obtained from a
corresponding to a gas-like solution at low density and a canonical Monte Carlo simulation of the lattice gas model
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FIG. 8: Chemical potential as a function of pressure at dif-
ferent temperatures for a 6x6 Lattice Gas. Dashed lines: FIG. 9: Pressure versus density equations of state for a 6x6x6
mean field approximation; symbols: exact results. Lattice gas exactly (symbols) and in the mean field approxi-

mation (dashed lines). Solid line: coexistence curve.

in a cubic box of linear dimension L 6 for different val-
ues of the temperature [11], [8]. The different quantities
are calculated as numerical derivatives of the canonical - *-

partition sum that is evaluated from the iterative proce-
dure eq.(26). -.- 

The convexity anomaly of the partition sum is observed , ~.. 
in the particle density p Ao/L 3 direction which repre- I
sents the order parameter of the transition; p can be seen U
'both as a variable number of particles at fixed volume or
as an inverse number of lattice sites at fixed number of
particles. For this reason the samne anomalous backbend-
ing presented by the chemical potential is observed in the
p(V) equation of state as shown in figure 9. All isotherms
up to the critical temperature backbend, i.e. show a re-
gion of negative compressibility. -

In figs. 7, 8, 9 the dashed lines represent the mean
field approximation discussed in chapter III. Not surpris- 
ingly, the mean field badly fails in the phase transition
region while it is close to the exact result for supercriti-
cal temperatures. In particular the Van der Waals loop 
is still present (see fg.8) at temperatures at which the ___ _____________

two phases have merged into one in the exact calcula- Eeg
tion. This means that the critical temperature is overes- Eeg
timated by the mean field approximation because of its
intrinsic lack of fluctuations. FIG. 10: Schematic representation of a first order phase tran-

It is important to stress that the physical origin of the sition in the microcanonical ensemble.
backbendings and loops is completely different in the ex-
act calculation and in the mean field. In the former the
system inside coexistence presents inhomogeneous parti- The same reasoning as in figure 6 can be done for
tions that are stable equilibrium solutions with negative the microcanonical ensemble as schematically shown in
compressibility and susceptibility, while in the latter the fig.10[12],[13]. If energy is controlled, the appropriate
backbending reflects the instability of the homogeneous thermostatistical potential is the microcanonical entropy.
mnean field solutions respect to phase separation (tangent A first order phase transition can be viewed as the sudden
constructions). opening of a new disordered phase at a certain thresh-
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£awgy FIG. 12: Caloric curves at constant pressure (showing a back-
bending up to the critical pressure) and at constant vol-

FIG.ii:Entopytemeraureand eatcapcityfor216~>. ume (monotonically increasing) for 216 particles in the mi-
FIG.I LEntrpytemeratre nd eat apaityfor 16 ar- crocanonical Lattice Gas model.

ticles in the microcanonical Lattice Gas model at a subcritical
pressure. The coupling is fixed to 5.5 MeV.

anomaly in the space of observables can be defined as the

old energy. The number of states of the disordered order parameter of the transition and the conjugated in-
phase grows much faster with energy than the one as tensive variable shows a backbending in the coexistence
sociated to the ordered phase, and this creates a convex zone; energetic considerations confirm that this back-
intruder in the total microcanonical entropy. This con- bending transforms into a plateau (standard first order
vexity anomaly cannot be cured by a conventional tan- phase transition) if surfaces are negligible in the global
gent construction because of the non negligible surface energetic of the infinite system in agreement with the
entropy at the interface between the two phases. This Van Hove theorem.
phenomenon is in fact observed in a Monte Carlo sim- In particular in the microcanonical ensemble adding
ulation of the Lattice Gas model in the isobar micro- energy to the system can cause its temperature to de-
canonical ensemble as shown in fig.11[14],[15]. The con- crease and we have intuitively associated the observation
vex intruder implies a backbencling in the temperature of negative heat capacity with the sudden opening of a

T -PS and a negative branch for the heat capac- disordered collective channel[161. To clarify the link be-
ity C` = aET between two divergences. Density being tween channel openings, phase transitions and negative
the order parameter of the liquid gas phase transition, heat capacities in the next sections we will consider some
since the number of particles is fixed in this calculation simple analytical equilibrium models that exhibit nega-
(A0 = 216) the volume has to increase with energy to tive heat capacity.
allow the system explore the partitions belonging to the
disordered phase. To this aim, the calculation shown in
fig.11 are performed at constant pressure, where pressure
is here defined as the Lagrange multiplier conjugated to C neatn atce nhroi oetas
the system volume. In this calculation the system vol- . nea th e patclsina asmncetetas
ume is assumed to be the average cubic radius (see see- tecasclcs
tionsVIC,VII:IB). The corresponding caloric curves at
constant pressure and constant volume are shown in fig- To see the link between the opening of a channel and
ure 12 . The isobaric curves show a backbending up to negative heat capacity let us consider the simple exam-
the critical pressure giving a clear definition of the co- ple of A classical particles in two harmonic oscillators
existence zone. of different frequency W1, w2 such that the particles in

To summarize, we have shown through some selected the first oscillator interact all with a constant coupling
examples that a first order phase transition in a finite e, while they are free in the second one. This model can
system is associated to a convexity anomaly in the ap- be seen as a schematic representation of the liquid-gas
propriate thermostatistical potential; the direction of the phase transition at constant pressure. The Hamiltonian
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reads

H=ZZ PA +kik+ Al (32)
i= 1,2 k=1

where A, is the number of particles in the i-tb oscilla- ;
tor. The entropy of such a system is exactly calculable.
Indeed the number of states with energy e < E accessi-
ble t a article in an harmonic oscillator with frequency

fl(E) = f dxdp _2irEH

Jo(E)= = w

where ca(E) is the surface in phase space defined by the____
iso-energy curve p2 /2m + kX2 /2 = E. Similarly the num-
wibeo givten byheeg <Eacsil t atce
wibef states wiheegby Eacsil o atce 

(i)A
11A (E) =V 2 A (V~I)

where 1,, (x) is the volume of an hypersphere in n dimen-
sions with radius x. The state density W(E) = d/dE
results

(3d;)A EA-1
W(h(E)(A -1)!

This formula can be generalized to the case of A, (A2 ) Energy
particles in the oscillator at frequency wi (W2) such that
the total sum gives A, i.e. the case (32) with no interac-
tion, e 0: FIG. 13: Temperature and heat capacity for the classical two

oscillator model in the subcritical regime. Full curves: deriva-
A AI tives of the entropy. Dashed curve: average kinetic energy per

fA(E) E AlJ(~A )A' degree of freedom.
A,=

2 A, 2 AA

Awl (i2~AA V2A(ViE) (33) If the second oscillator is sufficiently soft the micro-
A A-1/ 1\2/ canonical entropy presents a convex intruder leading to

(21r\ EA (1 1Aa backbending of the caloric curve and negative heat ca-
WA(E) y~h (A -i1) wi +o pacity as shown in figure 13. The same anomaly observed

in the density of states is present in the average kinetic
which is equivalent to a unique oscillator at intermediate energy (dashed line in figure 13) showing that the convex
frequency, w` = w-1 + W-'. The entropy of this model intruder corresponds indeed to a physical cooling of the
S(E) oc n(E) is a regular function of positive concavity system (see sections IV GViID for a deeper discussion
Eq. (33) shows that the possible existence of the system on this subject).
in two configurations of different density does not imply a
phase transition. However if we introduce an interaction
in the first oscillator ( 0) the situation drastically D. Interacting articles in harmonic potentials:
changes. Indeed in this case to have a total energy E, the th qunumcs
energy of the A, + A2 independent particles that enters
the hypersphere volume has to be E - eA2 and the sum
in eq. (33) becomes In the classical model we have studied the presence

of a back bending in the caloric curve is indisputable.
A! A-Ai However, one may worry about the generality of such

W~c(E) =Z A'(A - , co2~ WA` (E-eAl) a statement. Do such anomalies also exist in quantum
A, =0 A1 . systems or is this definition of phase transition restricted

(34) to classical systems? In order to address this question
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we can solve the quantum analog of the model of section______________
IV C. Let us consider again A particles which can jump
from one harmonic oscillator to another. In the first one i
all particles interact while in the second one they are P.
free. The curvature of the second well plays the role of a 10
confining potential, i.e. of a pressure. The corresponding 000
iamniltonian reads

=wit th)~-,(A -A 0 )±w (s 2 ) 0 0
wihteoperators 5

A 0 0
-Z (aa+) 0

n=i Le2 O0

E ~~~~~~~~~~0

where i is the harmonic well occupied by the particle i. 
CJ 10~~Using this Hamiltonian we can compute the level density a A

and its associated entropy. To simplify the calculation 0 
we have chosen wl, w2 and to be commensurable, W2Q
W1/A and e = wi/p. The energy results 6

E/el Ni - - +(A 2t - A )/p+N2/A 2
(35) 0 10 20 3.0 40 50

In a harmonic oscilator the number of states associated Energy
with N 1 quanta carried by A, particles is (N l - 1 so

(A - 1 
that for the double oscilator system this corresponds to FIG. 14: Microcanonical entropy, temperature and heat ca-

(A~~0~ Ni - i N2 - 1 ~~pacity for the two quantum oscillators model in the subcriticalWAt~ (E) = Ato A 1 -1 AN2 -i- J regime.

Then, we can compute the temperature and the associ-
ated heat capacity (see figure 14). We observe that the E. Phas transitions versus channel openings
system indeed presents an anomaly in the curvature of
the entropy. Back-bending and negative heat capacities
automatically follow. In the last section we have associated a phase coexis-

Rom. this analytical example of the occurrence of a tence in the bulk to the existence in the finite system of
negative heat capacity, we can come to the following con- (at least) two kinds of states that differ in their respective
clusions: level densities. If the microscopic origin of a first order

phase transition can always be traced back to the open-
1. negative heat capacity is not an artifact of imper- ing of a new channel as a function of the order parameter

fect numerical simulations: a C < 0 system can be (see section VI F for a formalization of this statement),
thermodynamically stable. it is however important to observe that not all channel

2. the existence of two different kinds of states for a openings are associated to phase transitions in the ther-
sysem pparsasa pas coxitene nlyiftheir modynamic limit. A typical example in molecular and

syste apears aess a e oeiecenly difrn cluster physics is given by isomerization, that may lead
(frestve evelesiteasfctinly ifferent to accidents in the concavity of the entropy without be-
(forg phnstne particle nteracting onyinghe lowe ing connected to a phase change in the bulk[17]. In order
energy pasge ( ) a nd ao muchih higer volume to clarify the physics involved in the baclcbending of the
(so that laere ailable orsethe hig eonergiy ase)ly caloric curve, let us consider the simplest possible case:

so hatther ddiionprsens aconavty nomly the state change from one dimer to two monomers. This
3. if the average energy of the two phases is not the is a system with only two particles in a box of volume V

same (i.e. energy is an order parameter) a finite which can exist in two states:
isolated system in equilibrium at phase coexistence
presents a negative heat capacity. .a bound system of mass 2m bounded by an energy
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FIG. 16: entropy as a function of energy for the state change
from one dimer to two monomers for V 200 and a number
of constituents N 22. Thin lines: channels corresponding
to the breaking of each pair; thick line: total entropy.

FIG. 15: entropy an a function of the volume and the total
energy for the state change from one dimner to two monomers

liquid gas phase transition. From this simple example
with a state density ~we can get an intuitive understanding of the microscopic

-E with a sate densityorigin of phase transitions. A channel opening in a finite

7 3/2 V E)/ system corresponds to a phase transition in the bulk if
Wb...d (e) - (i)! h- 4m(e + 0)s/ (e + ) it is sudden enough to lead to a convex intruder in the

2 ~~~~~~~~~entropy, and if the corresponding order parameter is an
observable collective enough to scale linearly with the

*a state with two free monomers corresponding to number of constituents. A more rigorous demonstration

Wfree (e) = 7i 3 V (2me)3/2) 2(e) of this point will be given in section VI F.

The total density of states is Wt,0 t `-= Wbound + W ree. As F. Surface tension and negative heat capacity
it can e seen from figure 15 at sufficiently low density
(i.e. large volume) the microcanonical entropy presents a We have seen that C < 0 is a generic feature of finite
convex intruder characteristic of a first order phase tran- systems at coexistence and is expected to disappear at
sition. the thermodynamic limit (at least if the interactions are

The extension of this model to a larger and eventually short-ranged, see chapter V). One can ask how much
infinite number of constituents is straightforward. Indeed this behaviour is confined to the microscopic world: how
if only two body bounds are allowed in a system of N small a system has to be for the convex intruder to be
particles we can write for the density of states sizeable? To answer to this question let us consider the

macroscopic analytical example of a liquid drop in equi-
N/2 2k librium with its vapour[18].

Wtt(e) = : k (2 CUkC3(N-2k) The bulk free energy of an incompressible liquid can
k=O 0 be parametrized in the spirit of the Landau theory as

.N2k + ke)wAm v(e +kc)O(e +ke) F = F + Nk(v - VO) 2 /2 where k is the compressibil-
MV 2m ~~~~~~ity, v the reduced volume v = V/N p` and vo the

where C2_ = irn/n! and wm,v(e)= V(2me) 3 /2 /1h 3 . As it saturation point. For a finite liquid drop one needs to
can be seen from figure 16 the anomaly in the entropy introduce an additional term coming from the surface
disappears going towards the thermodynamic limit sm- tension ou leading to the free energy per particle of the
ilarly to the ionization phenomenon which is known to drop L =Jo + k(v - VO) 2 /2 + usN"13 where the surface
present a smooth cross-over from a dimer gas to a plasma coefficient s = SN-2 1 13 . The free energy of the vapour
without going through a phase transition region. This be- can be analytically calculated under the approximation
haviour is due to the fact that the distance between the that the vapour is an ideal classical monatomic gas. For
successive thresholds (measured in energy per particle) N indistinguishable non interacting particles in a volume
is a decreasing function of the number of constituents. V we have Z = zN IN! with the single particle partition

If on the other hand we allow many body correlations sum
connecting together an arbitrary number of particles to M 1

form a polymer (or liquid-like state) the state change 1 'f d 3ep-Pni = miV 3/

observed in the two body system would converge to a h3V1 2~flhi2J
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compressibility is negative at coexistence even for macro-
scopic droplets, while the plateau is recovered in the bulkF~ ~~~lqi limit. The equality between the liquid pressure Eq. (36)
and the vapour pressure p TIvo gives

pop(_ Aho + 3
C,VL - T(At~t - A)

T roA'/ 3T/ V -AVL
vapor where A is the mass number of the droplet and At0 is

-S * ~~~~~~~~the total mass of the system (droplet plus vapour) and
a strict mass conservation has been implemented. If we
introduce the vapour fraction x = 1 - A/At0 t and the
reduced temperature r = T/Aho0, the relation between r
and x (which is monotonically correlated to the energy)
at constant volume can be written as

___________________________Cl_ + C2 = log T+ log X( 1 37

Here cl = log(po/pAho), 2 = 3c~VL/roAh,, c3 =PV
contain the specific features of the physical system un-

FIG. 17: Schematic representation of the free energy of a der study and are linked to its bulk pressure, surface
liquid drop of different sizes (parabolic curves) in equilibrium properties and to the system volume respectively. In
with its vapour, the thermodynamic limit A - o the relation be-

tween the temperature and the vapour fraction (i.e. the
which finally gives for the free energy per particle caloric curve) Eq. (37) is monotonic in the physical do-

main 0 < x < 1 for all physical values of the constants
fG =-T~v -3 T~T Kas expected. For finite systems the equation of state can
Jo -T n v -2 +Kpresent a backbending with an amplitude depending on

the value of the parameters cl, c2 , c3. An example is given
The free energies of the two phases are schematically in Fig. 18 for cl = 1, c2 = 0.25, cs = 0.1. The quantity cl

shown in figure 17. Phase coexistence implies the equal- represnts a global shift and does not influence the mono-
ity between the two partial pressures vfL = aJG which tonic character of the equation of state. The quantity 2
gives the usual tangent construction (dashed line). The governs the speed of convergence towards the thermo-
finiteness of the system appears in the constraint of mass dynamic limit while the influence Of C3 is shown in the
conservation. As we increase v we dive inside coexistence right part of Fig. 18. The backbending progressively de-
with an increased proportion of the vapour fraction re- creases with the increasing size of the system but this
spect to the liquid fraction; this leads to an overall n- phenomenon is not specific of very small droplets only.
crease of the free energy of the drop and a consequent In order to quantify the evolution towards the thermody-
increase of the slope of the tangent construction as a namic lim-it one may study the variation of the extension
function of v. The net result is a convexidty anomaly of of the backbending region with the size of the system. To
the free energy, i.e. a negative compressibility. The back- this aim we have represented the vapour fraction interval
bending in the p(v) equation of state can be analytically corresponding to the slope inversion of the equation of
calculated using the Clapeyron equation state in the right part of Fig. 18. The monotonous corre-

dp _ Ah lation between the energy and the vapour fraction assures
dT - (Va - VL) T ~that the backbending in x corresponds to a backbending

in energy, i.e. the adimensional quantity Ax is directly
where the enthalpy of vaporization per particle is given correlated to the energy jump in the backbending region.
by Ah = Aho - 3cVL/r, cis the surface energy coeffi- The clear power law behaviour as a function of the total
cient and r = roAiI3 is the drop radius. Assuming the mass of the system shows that the energy jump goes to
bulkc vaporization enthalpy Aho as well as the specific zero only at the thermodynamic limit.
volume of the drop VL as constant, the Clapeyron equa- This schematic example shows that even in standard
tion can be directly integrated giving first order phase transitions (here we have a volume jump

at the transition pressure in the thermodynamic limit,
P =:: b~ eX(3cBvL (3) see eq.(36)) we can observe transient backbending be-
P = Pbt~ exp( haviours (here the caloric curve figure 18) that converge

to a monotonous equation of state[19J. More important,
which grows as the drop radius decreases (and conse- the conveity anomalies associated to first order phase
quently the specific volume increases) showing that the transitions can be relevant even on a mesoscopic scale.
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the states of the thermometer times the one of the sys-
tem. Moreover, the total energy is also simply the sum

~08 ~r~'~i-'- .my-~-.~-'-~. i,~of the two partial energies.
0.7 ~~~~~~~~~~~From a macroscopic point of view, the equilibrium be-

tween the system and the thermometer requires the total
0.6 A=50 entropy Stot =Sgiys + Stherm to be a maximum under

the constraint of the total energy Et,,t E 1y8 + Etherm.
0.5 The definition T-1 dS/dE leads then to the equal-

~2/3p
0.4 -lity of temperatures for the system and the thermometer,

0.3 10T 8sy 8 = Ttherm in agreement with the zeroth's law of ther-
modynamics.

0.2 . ~~~~~~~~~However we have also seen in the first chapter that
3/Zp. starting from the same Shannon information kernel many

0.1 different entropies exist according to the different con-
0 - straints that define the equilibrium under study. The

0 0.20.40.60.8X1ic 10 1 various entropies only converge toward a unique quantity
A1/3 at the thermodynamic limit if this latter exists. On the

other side the quantity that backbends, is only the micro-
canonical temperature T- 1 = dn W/dE. We therefore
ask the question whether a physical thermometer applied

FIG. 18: Equation of state of a liquid droplet in equilibrium to an isolated system measures the microcanonical tem-
with its vapour from Eq. (37). Left side: reduced temperature perature, i.e. whether the negative heat capacity dis-
as a function of the vapour fraction for different sizes of the cussed above is a real measurable physical phenomenon.
system. Rlight side: vapour fraction interval of the negative A thermometer by definition loosely interacts with the
heat capacity region as a function of the size of the system. system. This means that if a thermometer (of energy
Full line: same total density as in the calculation of the left Etherm) is put into a system (of energy E.118 ), Etherm
panel; dashed (dotted) line: higher (lower) density. and E,.,, can be considered as independent variables. The

ensemble of system plus thermometer is isolated with a
total energy &,t therefore the equiprobability of mi-

An interesting consequence of that is that the value of crostates and the factorization of the Ililbert space into
physical observables can be drastically different in the the system and thermometer parts, leads to the equilib-
different ensembles still at a mesoscopic scale. As an rium probability distribution for the thermometer energy
example, a caloric curve is always by definition mono-
tonic in the canonical ensembles while we have seen that PE,., (Eth) - Wth(Eth) W,(Et0t - Eth) (38)
temperature can decrease for increasing excitation if the Wt,0 t (Et,0 t)
system is isolated. Of course the quantity called temper- weeW
ature is not defined in the same way in the two ensembles; weeWh (W,.) is the number of states of
as long as ensembles are not equivalent and l $4 a9B In W, the thermometer (system) and where W(Et0 t)=
we can wonder whether aE I W still represents the phys- f dEthWth(Eth)W.V(Ett - Eth) is the number of states
ical temperature of the system: does the anomaly that we of the total system (thermometer + system). Tempera-
have analytically recognized in the density of states really ture is then defined as the response of the thermometer in
imply that pumping energy out of a system heats it up, the most probable state; if we maximize the probability
or is it rather a mathematical curiosity? This question, (38) we get
addressed in the next section, can of course be gener- dIn Wth d din W...
alze to any intensive variable conjugated to an order d~h d 8 ~(39)
parameter in a generic first order phase transition. d-i ~ y

which shows that the quantity shared at the most prob-
able energy partition is indeed the microcanonical tem-

G. What is temperature? () perature. This result is not in contradiction with the
standard idea that for a thermostat, the physical temper-

We all know that the second law of thermodynamics ature is the intensive variable conjugated to the energy,
stats tat tmpeatur mesure th inceas rat ofen- i.e. the (inverse of the) Pi Lagrange multiplier. Indeed if

tates, tha temperTuwhre eaurs the incresed rterofaen we consider a thermometer inside a thermal bath its most
tnrpy we hav cQ/Tlwere i the (disrere)u thma probable energetic state will be given by the maximum

that the rate of entropy is indeed the response of a ther- of the canonical distribution of energies
mometer loosely coupled to the system under study. In P(Eth) = Wth(Eth) exp(-fiEth)/Z,6
such a case loosely coupled means that the states of the
total system are the independent tensorial products of which gives an energy Et uh htOEl tth 
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Equation (38) shows that from a microscopic Point of chapter. Indeed a mesoscopic boiling droplet and an col-
view the temperature is indeed an ensemble property: lapsing (or exploding) star are very similar in the sense
the properties of a thermometer fluctuate from event to that in both cases the size of the system is comparable
event. Only at the thermodynamic limit (for both the to the range of the force.
system and the thermometer) the fluctuations will be re-
duced to zero and the distribution of thermometer re-
sponses to a unique value. A. C < 0 in self-gravitating systems and the

An example of thermometer is given by the kinetic en- gravothermal catastrophe
ergy.. indeed for a classical system eq. (38) holds with

E~.= Ep0 t and Eth Eki, Eq.(39) then implies that The confusion arising from the two contradictory argu-
the most probable kinetic energy measures the micro- ments about the sign of the heat capacity was increased
canonical temperature. by the fmous gravothermal catastrophe predicted first

by Antonov[20] from the study of the extrema of the mi-
crocanonical entropy of a self-gravitating object in the

V. A TYPICAL FINITE SYSTEM: THE mean field approximation as a function of the one body
EXPLOSION OF A SUPERNOVA matter density. The one body Shannon entropy reads

In the previous chapter we have shown that negative S -f drd3p fC ,pjt) In f(,)
heat capacities systematically occur in first order phase -

transitions of finite systems when energy is an order pa- The microcanonical equilibrium can be found as usual by
rameter. From an historical point of view however, the maximizing the entropy in a fixed volume V under the
problematics linked to negative heat capacity has started particle number and energy constraint (see chapter I)
in the early seventies in a very different context, namely
as a specificity of self-gravitating systems. Indeed a star 0 dS - adN - fidE
that has exhausted its nuclear fuel radiates (i.e. loses N = /dr~
energy) and heats up because of the gravitational con-j
traction, i.e. behaves as a negative heat capacity system.
Such a thermodynamic interpretation of the last steps E J drd'p 7 f (r, -j)
of stellar evolution was considered as a triviality by the f 2 m
astronomers and as a absurdity by thermodynamicists. -Gm fdr~Yd,3rfp f f

Let us summarize the two opposite arguments here. 2 J -T~_ 

* Theastrnomes' pint f vie. Ifwe cnsidr an The result is a self-consistent equation for the equilib-
isolated system with a potential energy c r-', the num one body matter density pi~) -f dpf(,)
virial theorem states that can be solved to give the density contrast pc/pc be-

tween the center and the surface of the box. The re-
2Eki. + nEpot =a (40) stilt is that the density contrast is an increasing func-

tion of the volume. Figure 19 shows an exact calcula-
In the case of the gravitational potential n and tion of this problem by D. Lynden-Bell for the case of
we get for N particles E~,t = -Eki,, = -312NT identical hard spheres[211. For extremely large volumes
which implies C = -312N < 0 showing that a self- pc/pe > 709 the extremum of the entropy is a minimum
gravitating object has always C < 0. meain that no equilibrium solution exists in this case

(Antonov gravothermal catastrophe). This result looks
• The thermodynamicists' point of view. For a particularly strange since the instability provoked by the

generic equilibrated system in the canonical ensem- gravitational potential does not appear when the box is
ble too small (and the interaction energy is strong) but when

d < E > the box is too large (and the interaction energy is loose).C = _-2 Moreover for intermediate boxes 32.2 < pc/pe < 709 the
d,8 extremum, is a maximum, i.e. the solution is stable, but

= p2 ((E- < E >)2) > 0 (41) the heat capacity contains a pole and a negative branch,
which traditionally was associated to an instability (see

showing that the heat capacity corresponds to the chapter III).
energy fluctuation which cannot be negative.

In the following sections we will show that both state- B. Solution of the Antonov paradox
ments are incorrect, and that negative heat capacity in
macroscopic self-gravitating systems is a physical equi- The disagreement between the gravothermal catastro-
librium phenomenon exactly equivalent to the first or- phe and eq.(41) clearly implies that the Van Hove the-
der phase transitions in finite systems studied in the last orem (see section V A) is violated. This can only be
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FIG. 19: Microcanonical heat capacity as a function of the FIG. 20: Caloric curves in the subcritical regime for different
density contrast for hard spheres with gravitational interac- ranges of the interaction from ref.[221.
tions from ref.[211.

all ranges y> 1 lead to a bacbending that is preserved

due to the long range of the force. The incoherence with when N -+ oo, i.e. this phenomenon is not specific of the
the virial theorem eq.(40) can be explained by consider- gravitational interaction. We can also understand why in
ing that if we are dealing with N particles the density of the short range case the same phenomenology appears n
states (see section V C) self-gravitating macroscopic system, as long as the range

of the force is comparable with the linear dimension of
3N12 the system.

w~x~da~ (\E jzr;i) C. Thermal contact between C < 0 systems

diverges unless a short range cut-off and a constraining Phase coexistence in standard macroscopic thermody-
potential (or boundary condition) are introduced. This namics is a trivial phenomenon: the tangent construction
means that the virial theorem has to be corrected for the ipista h hroyai rpriso hs o
short range repulsion and for the boundary condition. eiplesc tatrte mtemodnmic byth properties ofsco
A schematic modelization of this problem has been pro- etecere omngpel dhaeermine byther properiesuof
posed by W. Thirring as a constant interaction among thces crresondienglepu repetO theul othertnd iur
all particles inside a volume Vo < V and no interaction facestno be fnegted rtespnerctoni bln prpee (ie.
outside[22]. This model is equivalent to the two coupled ufntesystemdi fieniten or ulart the toxisncane) nhae
harmonic oscillator problem proposed in section IV C. unepecteda penoenaeclrtote comrsbliyonexaitne hasca
The finite liquid drop of section IV C is now an infinite pary asngie euirhoressibiit porgtie he ca-
star, while the saturated vapour corresponds to the star paity.nTe paeclar thterdnmertoperiof he co-e
atmosphere. As for the model IV C, for the two boxes eistene phetan e betterfunderstodcontwetconsider
model a C < 0 is found 22] whenever the diff~erence be in s emtish. polmo temlcntc ewe
tween the two volumes is important, i.e. for big total Le <0 code systems.t ,<0intemlcn
volumes in agreement with the Lynden-Bell result[211. Lect uihsconda system with a 1 < hea thermaly con-Le
Following the reasoning of chapter IV we can then asso- tac ithngia sediysemr ite het ca paiteCs.e
ciate the C < 0 regime to a phase coexistence between u itnus oedfeetcss
the star and its atmosphere that stabilizes the stellar nu- 1. If C2 < 0 no equilibrium is possible between the
clear plant, and the gravothermal catastrophe to a first two systems. ndeed if T > T1 energy will be
order phase transition when the nuclear fuel is exhausted. taserdfo ytm()t ytm()adss

If we consider the generic case for the interaction in traer ed2) m willge)toeete while (1) com syse

rag fthe e rhae n te wea caacstuyi the ffctromth cooler. This implies that it is not possible to divide
rang of he frce n th hea capcityin te thrmo-a C < 0 system into two parts each with C < 0; in

dynamic limit. The resulting caloric curves are given in other words C < 0 systems are not extensive.
figure 20(22]. n agreement with chapter IV, we can see
that the negative heat capacity disappears at the ther- 2. A thermal equilibrium is possible if the C < 0
modynamic limit for short range interactions (y = 1) but system is in contact with a C2 > 0 system small
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enough such that C2 < C11 In this case the cepts have been developed further. The conceptual diffi-
temperature increase of the initially slightly hot- culty of accepting a stable equilibrium with negative heat
ter system (1) is compensated by system (2) which capacity is due to different reasons.
has positive heat capacity and receives energy, and First, the inhomogeneity of the star makes it difficult
therefore increases its temperature more rapidly; a to consider it as a single thermodynamic object; following
final equilibrium state will then be achieved with the reasoning of chapter IV we however understand that
Teq > max(Ti ,2) .In particular if the two sys- on the contrary this inhomogeneity is an essential feature
temns are independent we can write for the micro- of the thermodynamics of coexisting phases.
canonical distribution of energy El In PE (El) = Moreover the fact that the energy exchange between
S1 (El) + S2 (E2 ) - Stot (E) where E = E + E52 . the star and the atmosphere consists in radiation (taking
The stability condition (i.e. the curvature of In P their energy from nuclear reactions) makes the problem
around the extrema) can then be written as an out of equilibrium transport problem.

d2St.,t 1/ 1~ Most important, the fact that it is not possible to de-
____ _ ( + -~ <0 (42) fine a canonical equilibrium for a C < 0 system means

dE? T C that the validity itself of such an equilibrium is not easy
to understand: how can one speak of temperature in the

where T1 = T2= T is the equilibrium temperature absence of thermal contact, and what is in this case the
(the m-icrocanonical temperature associated with meaning of a temperature decrease with increasing en-
the most probable energy partition). This is the ergy? We have already discussed the problem of the
case of a living star: the central part has C, < 0, physical meaning of the microcanonical temperature in
the surface has C2 > 0, the global system (or coex- section V G; let us just recall here that if a C < 0 can-
istence phase) has C = C, + C2 < 0 and is stable not be put in contact with a thermostat, on the other
since the core transfers energy to the atmosphere hand a thermometer put in a C < 0 system is perfectly
in the form of radiation. The gravothermal catas- well defined, and measures the microcanionical temper-
trophe occurs when C = 0 (see figure 19) when ature. This is the case 2 of the discussion above (with
the gravitational contraction cannot be stopped by C, < 0 and C2 < C1 I)
nuclear reactions leading to the whole well known
phenomenology of stellar collapse[23, 24].

3. A C < 0 system cannot reach thermal equilibrium VI. ABNORMAL TOPOLOGY OF EVENT
with a thermostat. Indeed if (1) is much smaller DISTRIBUTIONS
than (2) eq.(42) is violated and the total entropy is
a minimum. This implies that a negative heat ca- In most textbooks the equivalence between the differ-
pacity is impossible in the canonical ensemble co- ent statistical ensembles is either postulated or demon-
herently with eq.(4l): the C < system in con- strated at the thermodynamic limit through the Van
tact with a thermal bath stops to hesitate between Hove theorem (see section V A).-
the two coexisting phases and jumps to its stable In the previous chapters we have shown that ensembles
equilibrium state, i.e. makes a phase transition. may not be equivalent. For finite systems, two ensem-
These considerations allow to gain an intuitive un- bles which put different constraints on the fluctuations
derstanding of the fact that the C < 0 of a boil- of the order parameter lead to very different equations of
ing liquid drop (see chapter IV) transforms into a states close to a first order phase transition. As an ex-
plateau when a water kettle is put on a gas cooker ample the microcanonical heat capacity may diverge to
in the macroscopic world. Indeed any microscopic become negative while the canonical one remains always
portion of the boiling portion once isolated would positive and finite (see section IV B). In chapter V we
appear as a microcanonical C < 0 system; the ther- have moreover seen that such inequivalences may survive
mal contact with the rest of the system (which can at the thermodynamic limit for systems involving long
be considered a thermostat because of the short range forces.
range of the force) forces the otherwise stable C < 0 In this chapter we will try to formalize all these findings
system to choose between the liquid and the gas so- looking at the general properties of the order parameter
lution giving rise to the Maxwell construction. distribution. This will allow us to propose a definition of

phase transitions in finite systems also for intensive en-
All we have discussed in this chapter has been pre- sembles (i.e. ensembles where the order parameter is not

sented in the early seventies; it may be surprising then controlled on an event by event basis) based on topology
that negative heat capacity has not been recognized at anomalies of the event distribution in the space of ob-
this time as a general paradigmi of phase coexistence in servations. We will show in the next sections that this
non-extensive (finite or infinite) systems. Indeed it is generalizes the definitions based on the curvature anoma-
only in the recent years, following the success of the ex- lies of thermostatistical potentials presented in chapter
perimental application of these ideas to mesoscopic sys- 1V. Such a definition gives a clear understanding of the
tems (see the second part of this work) that these con- physical meaning of an order parameter as the best vari-
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able to separate the two maxima of the distribution, and
can be directly used experimentally (see section XI A). 0 LqdG

In section VI F and VI G we will come back to the prob- 1 qd
lem of the thermodynamic limit. If the order parameter is0
sufficiently collective the topologic anomaly represented 10
by the state change of the finite system may survive un-
til the infinite volume and infinite number limit. Looking 
at the distribution of zeroes of the partition sum in the
complex Lagrange parameter plane we will demonstrate
in section VI F that this requirement is equivalent to the 
Yang Lee unit circle theorem[251 that connects the finite
size state density anomaly to the bulk phase transition. 5 .
Finally in section VI G we will briefly analyze the con-
ceptual consequences of an ensemble inequivalence pre-
served up to the thermodynamic lim-it as in the case of 
the gravitational interaction: based again on the topo-
logic properties of the order parameter distribution, a .

sufficient condition will be worked out for the failure of2
standard macroscopic thermodynamic approaches to first 0 3.4
order phase transitions.

A. Negative heat capacity and bimodal energy3.
distributions______

Let us first concentrate on finite systems. To begi we 3.2.
will consider the specific example of the microcanonical - -1 0 2 3
and the canonical ensemble characterized by the energy H/ AMv)
E and the temperature s5' respectively.

In section IV G we have shown that the extrema of the

probailit disribuion n th cannica ensmbleFIG. 21: Canonical thermodynamics of 216 particles in the
P0 (E) exp (S(E) - 86E - log Z06) isobar Lattice Gas model. Upper part: energy distributions

for different temperatures. Lower part: caloric curve from the
are given by the equation average and the most probable energy. The coupling c is fixed

T OE= aS (,3) =(43) to 5.5 MeV.

If this extremurn is unique, we can perform a saddle point
approximation around the most probable energy E0 lead- leading to
ing to the average energy

(E),6= dEEe g, g(E -(44) which corresponds to a simple linear transformation be-

with g~(x) = o + C3x 3 + C4 X4 + .... p,6 is met tween the thermodynamic potentials, i.e. an approxi-
ric, (E) = 0 and Ti1(< E >) fimeaning that mate Legendre transform
the microcanonical caloric curve T(E) exactly coincides In Z,5 gz In W (< E >) - 0 < E >
with the canonical onef -1i((E)). Ithe distribution is not
symmetric some corrective terms arise : (E)06 = , + 6,9, As we have already mentioned in section II A, this ex-

where ~ = fdx xep(-x2 2C)~() = 3 3 V~~+ pression has not to e mixed up with the true (and ex-
with 9, the series of the odd terms of gp. However, the act) Legendre transform In Z4 = S (< E >) - fi <E >
shift 6 is in most cases small so that when P0 hsauie which gives the relation between the partition sum and
maximum the ensembles are almost equivalent even for the Shannon entropy within the canonical ensemble.
a finite system. The same approximation can be applied However in first order phase transitions P,6 has a char-
to the partition sum, which is linked to the entropy by acteristic bimodal shape (see section II B) [26-28] with
an exact Laplace transform two maxima Ei , E26 that can be associated with the

Z, [ E W (E-,E two phases and a minimum ro). These three solutionsof Eq. (43) imply a backbending for the microcanonical
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caloric curve. Indeed a minimum of P06 corresponds
to a convexity of the entropy according to 4 in P, =

4E In W. A single saddle point approximation is not valid
in this case; however it is always possible to write P0

m ~~with pMt) mono-modal normalized 02 ' <T. T'T
+6 0 60 .6 -(i ~0 175

probability distribution peaked at E1 The canonical 0.15
0.125

mean energy is then the weighted average of the two en- cQ~ 0.I1
ergies 0.0

equality holding for ~~~~~~~~~~~~0220:I 
(i)-(i) (2) -(2) (45) 0 175

(E)06 = i, E + E (5 00217 >T
distributions pt). Since 15

with h() m f dEP(i) ()/ MW1 the last 075

only one mean energy is associated with a given tern- -1 
perature ,8-1, the canonical caloric curve is monotonous. magnetization
In particular in the backbending region the mean en-
ergy is an interpolation between the two energies E0

E associated with the considered fi, the weighting fac-

tor being the probability of each phase ff(' FIG. 22: Event distribution in the energy versus magnietiza-
If nstad f ookng t he verge E) weloo a tion plane for a 6x6x6 Ising model with zero field at a sub-

the most probable energy Up, this (unusual) canonical crtalciialadspcrtalemrtu.
caloric curve is almost identical to the rnicrocanonical
one (see eq. (43)) up to the transition temperature fl-1
for which the two components of P06 (E) have the same
height. At this point the most probable energy jumps of the Ising model at zero field. The bimodal structure
from the low to the high energy branch of the micro- in the m direction corresponds to a negative susceptibil-
canonical caloric curve. The most probable canonical ity in a constant magnetization ensemble. In this case
energy is still a monotonic curve but it presents a plateau the projection on the energy axis does not show anoma-
at fiT' which is equivalent to the Maxwell construction lies : the microcanonical heat capacity remains positive
since and the energy is not an order parameter. At T, the dis-

tribution presents a curvature anomaly only on the low
~~~(2) ~~~~energy side respect to the maximum. Therefore at this

-(E S(E'~ = f - ( -E(1 (46) point the curvature passes through zero signalling a sec-
J~~~(i)T ~~~~ond order phase transition. Since in finite systems the

canonical distribution for any fi, h (t) allows a complete
Therefore, the difference between the canonical and exploration of the mi-icrocanonical entropy surface (in the

microcanonical caloric curves remains when one is look- limit of the total number of events analyzed), the whole
ing at the most probable energy instead of the average. microcanonical phase diagram can in principle be drawn
The connection between the canonical energy distribu- from any single canonical temperature using the fact that
tion and the microcanonical equation of state is presented the distribution is in fact the entropy
for the three dimensional lattice gas model in figure 21.
The bimnodality of the canonical energy distribution as
well as the discontinuity in the most probable energy
value are definitions of the phase transition exactly equiv- S(E) = log P5,h=0 (E, M) ± In Z,6,h=0 + PE.
alent to the convexity anomaly of the entropy discussed
in chapter IV and clearly defined even for very small sys-
tem (216 particles are considered for the calculation of
figure 21). As an example the "croissant" shape of the distribution

at T, not only defines the critical energy ec and magne-
tization m, of the second order phase transition but also

B. Convexity anomalies and bimodal probability allows to infer the coexistence line where the first order
distributions phase transition takes place. Indeed a constant energy

cut of the distribution above e directly represents the
This discussion can be generalized to any couple of ex- entropy as a function of magnetization and has a bimodal

tensive/intensive ensemble. Figure 22 shows the example shape.
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Probability (,ui) with ~ ()=i~ E ,%,ep-E

60 giving access to the microcanonical partition sum
50 Wx~, (E) at constant \v or with the probability

> 6.x,~~~~~~~~~ (V) = 4, (V) Z~,' exp(-XvV)
leading to the isochore canonical partition sum 4, (V).

20 ~~~~~~~Since both probability distribution p>1, (E) and
1~~~ 6P,, (V) are bimodal, the associated partition sum have

anomalous concavity intruders,i.e. negative heat capacity
D ~~~~~~~~~~~~~as well as negative compressibility.

As a general statement, we can define a first order
phase transition for any number of particles as a bimodal-

i5 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ity in the probability distribution of an arbitrary observ-
able; any observable that allows to separate the two max-
imia of the event distribution can then be considered as

100 0 1 00 -000 oo- o an order parameter.
Enery caE ± V

D. A mesoscopic example: negative magnetic
susceptibility

FIG. 23: Event distribution in the volume versus energy plane
for 216 particles in the isobar canonical Lattice Gas model To better explore the connection between the distribu-
and projection over the two axes. Bottom right: projection tion of the order parameter and the equation of state, let
of the distribution over the direction separating at best the us consider the Ising model at fixed magnetization19.
two distributions. The partition sum can be written as

C. Liquid gas phase transition and volume 416(m) f JdE W (E, m) exp(-3E)
fluctuationsN

where m = E sN is the magnetization per site. The

Let us now take the example of the liquid-gas phase equation of state (M) = -9- 1 amN n Zp(m) in the con-
transition in a system of n particles for which the vol- stant magnetization ensemble can be calculated from an
ume is not controlled on an event by event basis but is iterative evaluation of the partition sum Z46(m) according
at best known in average. In such a case, we can define to eq.(26).
an observable B1 as a measure of the size of the sys- As shown in figure 24 the phase transition is signalled
tern; for example the cubic radius 4B1 f by a backbending (full black line in the right part of

wher th su rus oer al te prtiles Tn aL- fig.24) that replaces the discontinuity in the equation of
grange multiplier Av has to be introduced which has the state <i > (h) of the standard Ising model with parti-
dimension of a pressure divided by a temperature. In a tion sum
canonical ensemble with an inverse temperature fi we can zfh fdidE W(E, m) exp(-fi(E - mNh))
define different distributions which are illustrated in Fig.
23. A complete information is contained in the distri- Note that in the case of this specific model finite size

bution ~(E, V) =W (E, V V x (iE+A correction are particularly small and an almost perfect
since events are sorted according to the two thermody- jump is observed already for a 3D lattice size of linear
namidc variables, E and V. This leads to the density of dimension L = 6. Indeed the average (full grey line) and
states W (E, V) with a volume V and an energy E. One the most probable (dashed line) Ising magnetization are
can see that in the first order phase transition region the almost indistinguishable on the right part of fig.24 (see
probability distribution is bimodal. In the spirit of the the discussion on finite size corrections in section VI A).
principal component analysis we can look for an order Ti aeifraincnenn eaiemgei
parameter Q=xH + yV which provides the best sepa- susceptibility can be obtained by looking at the magneti-
ration of the two phases. A projection of the event on zation distribution of the standard Ising model with zero
this order parameter axis is also shown in Fig.23. Not field
surprisingly, the order parameter in this example is iden-
tified as the free enthalpy H = E + pV (this is by the P hm = - IdE W(E, m) exp(-fl(E -mNh))
way the variable that has been used for the event sorting 6 4jhJ

in fig.21 above). On the other hand if we cannot measure 40epm~)(7
both the volume V and the energy E we are left either - -ex(8mh (7
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FIG. 24: Left side: magnetization distribution in a 6x6x6 .5445 .
Ising model at a subcritical temperature for three different
values of the external field. Right side: equation of state for FIG. 25: Distribution of the biggest fragment produced in
Ising and for the constant magnetization ensemble (backbend- every event as a function of the system temperature for a
ing curve). 6x6x6 grancanonical lattice gas mode] at the critical chemical

potential. The coupling is fixed to = 5.5MeV.

From equation (47) we can see that a2 /a8 ln lP8h
82/8 In Z4. This shows that a minimum in the mag- applied to standard Ising, gives m as the most probable

netization distribution (left part of fig.24) implies a con- response. Indeed in the presence of an external field h,
vexity anomaly in the constant magnetization partition the most probable magnetization should fulfill
sum (symbols in the right part of fig.24) i.e. a nega- a19Ph() a19Z M
tive magnetic susceptibility for mesoscopic ferromagnets 8 o ~h(n o ()+ fNh
sorted in constant magnetization bins. am am

Note also the very good agreement between the two in- - fN(h - h(m)) = 0 (48)
dependent calculations Of 8/0m In PSh - f8Nh (symbols)
and alam In Z,8 (l line). In the first case the Ising i.e. the (most probable) response is m if the applied field
sampling at zero field populates with negligible probabil- is h(m). This is true as long as the system is not under-
ity the microstates with mn = 0 while these are the only going a phase transition i.e. as long as eq. (48) has only
existing microstates for the calculation in the fixed mag- one solution. In the transition region eq. (48) has three
netization ensemble, yet the two results coincide. This solutions, two maxima and a minimum in between. This
demonstrates the quality of our numerical sampling and corresponds to the subcritical temperatures for which the
at the same time shows that the thermodynamics of an Thing distribution Pfih(in) is bimodal in a region around
ensemble constrained by a conservation law can be in- h = 0. In this regime the interval Ah(m) associated with
ferred from the thermodynamics of the ensemble in which the backbending corresponds exactly to the interval Ah
the conservation law is relaxed. In particular the obser- for which P (nisbmdl

vation of a bimodal probability distribution in an ensem- hmisbodl
ble where the order parameter is not strictly fixed allows
to conclude about the order of the phase transition in E. Effect of the constraints on the order parameter
the corresponding extensive ensemble without explicitly
observing or simulating it. This is true even in the tran- Within this topologic definition of first order phase
sition region where the inequivalence between the ensein- transitions we have already observed that the order pa-
bles does not concern only fluctuations, but is visible even rameter is not unique nor necessarily connected to a
at the level of mean values. The connection between the quantity conserved by the dynamics[131: any observable
bimodality of the magnetization distribution and a neg- 0 which allows to separate the two phases, i.e. such that
ative susceptibility is valid for all finite sizes up to the if events are sorted as a function of 0, they split into two
thermodynamic limit. Therefore, the well known fact components separated by a minimum of the distribution
that the Ising bimodality converges to a finite jump in the function can be used as an order parameter (see section
thermodynamic limit guarantees that the corresponding vi C).
phase transition in the fixed magnetization Thing model It is important to stress that this definition is valid
is also first order up to the thermodynamic limit (see only if (at least one of) the order parameters is free to
section IVA). fluctuate. If the order parameters are constrained by a

Concerning the physical meaning of the equation Of conservation law, bimodalities have in general not to be
state in the Ising model with fixed magnetization, it is expected. Let us consider for example the case of energy
important to stress that h(m) is not a mathematical ar- as an order parameter. In the microcanonical ensem-
tifact but represents the physical magnetic field which, ble, the energy distribution being a 6-unction it cannot
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fluctuation and the jump in the mean value of A,,,,
~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~These figures also illustrate the fact that a first order
~~~~o~~~~~~g ~~~~phase transition in a finite system can be seen as a hi-

0.6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~furcation in the observable plane defined by the control
0.7 '~~~~~~~~~~ ~variable (here the temperature) and (one of) the order

0.6 parameter(s) (32], provided that the order parameter is
0.4 not constrained by a conservation law in the considered

0.4 - ~~~~~~~~~~sample.
0.3

0.2
0.1 ~~~~~~~~~~F. The thermodynamic limit and the Yang Lee

e -45 5~ .55 6LA theorem

The definition of phase transition proposed in section
FIG. 26: Distribution of the biggest fragment produced in VI B can be applied to a wide range of situations even
every event as a function of the system temperature for a out of equilibrium[32] and can be directly implemented
66x6 canonical lattice gas model at the critical density. The on experimental data (see section XI A). However we
coupling is fixed to t = 5.5MeV. have already stressed in section IV E that not all topo-

logical anomalies will survive up to the bulk limit and
give rise to a conventional thermodynamic phase tran-

obviously be bimodal. Because of the loose correlation sition. The transition between two isomeric states, the
between the different observables in finite system where breaking of a Cooper pair, ionization are all examples of
fluctuations are not negligible, we cannot a priori exclude state changes that do not lead to discontinuities in the
that a bimodality may survive in some other observable bulk limit, i.e. do not converge to a thermodynamic first
loosely correlated with the energy. Indeed some models order phase transition. t is therefore of extreme interest
have been reported where the kinetic energy plays the to study the thermodynamic limit of the order parame-
role of an additional order parameter and shows a bi- ter distributions. Since we have seen that the different
modal distribution in the microcanonical ensemble 29] statistical ensembles are in general not equivalent, the
(see section VI C). However in the general case the con- thermodynamic limit has to be considered separately for
straint of the conservation law on an order parameter re- the intensive (say, canonical) and extensive (say, micro-
duces the variance of all observables correlated to it such canonical) ensemble.
that the bimodalities are most often suppressed. In this As we have already discussed in section IV A, the ther-
case the first order character of the transition can only be modynamic limit can be expressed as the fact that the
recognized from the backbending of the equation of state thermodynamic potentials per particle converge when
relating the order parameter to its conjugated intensive the number of particles N goes to infinity fN,3

variable as discussed in chapter 1V (a backbending of the fl-1 log Zer3IN -+ f,6 and $N (e) ==S(E)/N -+ 9 (e) where
caloric curve in a microcanonical model, a negative sus- e = E/N. Let us also introduce the reduced proba-
ceptibility in a constant magnetization model, etc.). bility PN,$ (e) = (Pq (N, E)) i/N which then converges

An example is given in figs. 25,26 that show in the stan- towards an asymptotic distribution PN,,6 (e) - Pa (e)
dard isochore Lattice Gas model as a function of temper- where po (c) = exp (9(e) - fie -+ fe). Since Pp (N, E) ~
ature, the behaviour of the size of the largest connected p6 e N oecnseta hnfp()i omlterl
domain Amax,, here defined with the Coniglio-Klein algo-n cnsetatwe ~(e snralterl
rithm [30] mn its sinphufied version proposed by X. algo ative energy fluctuation in P,8 (N, E) is suppressed by a
and H. Krivine [31]. It is clear from figure 25 that A,,,,, factor l/v/N. At the thermodynamic limit P,6 reduces
is an order parameter: the event distribution splits into to a 6-unction and the ensemble equivalence is recov-
two separated components for all subcritical tempera- ered (see section IIIB).
tures (here T, 1.12e ,t 6.5). This is not surprising since To analyze the thermodynamic limit of a bimodal dis-
with the particular cluster definition employed A,,,,, is tribution PN,,6 (e), let us introduce P-' the temper-
very well correlated to the total number of particles At 0t ature for which the two maxima of pN,,9 (e) have the
which is the natural order parameter of the liquid gas same height. Let us suppose that i-'~ converges to a
phase transition in the isochore ensemble. fixed point 1' as well as the two maximum energies

On the other hand because of this very same corre- C~)_ -( ) For all temperature lower (higher) than
lation, the implementation of a total mass conserv io N,0 P.

law in figure 26 suppresses the bifurcation in the Amax ~ only the low (high) energy peak will survive at the
direction which characterizes the first order phase transi- thermodynamic limit since the difference of the two max-
tion in the grancanonical ensemble. Still the correlation imm rbaiite wilb ase otepoe .Ti
between Am,,e. and Ai,0 t is sufficiently loose to allow to means that if ~~ 2) the asymptotic canonical tem-
recognize the critical point from the maximum of the perature fi'corresponds to a discontinuity in the state
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energy, i.e. to a first order phase transition. where 2 = x (el) + 04\ (e3) and 2 = (el) -

Let us now turn to the analysis of the microcanonical qx (e3). The zeros of Z then correspond to 2 =
ensemble. For all canonical temperatures 3$13 the i (2n + 1) if. The imaginary part is given by i =
distribution PN,,6 (e) is asymptotically normal, meaning (2n + 1) 7in (e3 - el) while for the real part we should
that the canonical and microcanonical caloric curves co- solve the equation R (0-) = 0. In particular, close to the
incide in the thermodynamic limit for all energies below real axis this equation defines a P3 which can be taken as
l(1) an.bv -2 However the canonic jump at / is fit. If the bimodal structure persists when the number of
ineedn f6h eaiu o6h nrpybten-' particles goes to infinity, the loci of zeros corresponds to

a line perpendicular to the real axis with a uniform dis-
and g (2)* This means that the backbending microcanon- tribution as expected for a first order phase transition.
ical caloric curve can a priori present any asymptotic be- We can also work out the necessary condition and show
haviour in the canonical coexistence zone and does not that a uniform distribution of zeroes perpendicular to the
necessarily converge to a plateau. In the particular case real axis with a density linearly increasing with the num-
of short range interactions however the Van Hove theo- ber of particles N implies a bimodal probability distribu-
rem discussed in section IVA ensures that the backbend- tion [33]. Let us denote zeroes as A,, = POb + i(2n + 1) 
ing does indeed converge to a plateau; the case of long such that the interval 2r/8 contains N uniformly dis-
range interactions is postponed to section VI G. tributed zeroes in agreement with the unit circle theo-

A more rigorous demonstration of the relation between rem [25]. Since all the zeroes of Zx are periodically dis-
biniodalities and first order phase transitions in the ther- tributed one can define an analytic function f () such
modynamic limit can be done with the help of the Yang that Z = 2 cosh ((A\ - flo) N6/2) f (). Using the fact
Lee unit circle theorem [33]. The Yang Lee theorem [25] that the partition sum along the line of zeroes is the
considers the distribution of the zeroes of the partition Fourier transform of the reduced probability distribution
sum Z4 in the complex P3 plane. Under very general con- at the transition point f (eq.(49), we can write for the
ditions it is possible to demonstrate[25, 34] that a first distribution pp., (e) = 9 (e + N6/2) + 9 (e - N5/2)
order phase transition corresponds to a distribution of where 916 is the inverse Fourier transform of (A). Coin-
zeroes for the partition sum of the finite system of size puting the distribution at a temperature slightly different
N, that asymptotically forms a line parallel to the imag- from the transition temperature P3 = f + c and letting
inary ais and cuts across the real axis with a density c -+ o, N -Y 00, it is easy to convince oneself that gp6, is
increasing with the number of particles of the system, a distribution[33].
leading to a vanishing imaginary part for N -+ oo (i.e. a At the transition point pp0, (e) is then the sum of two
non analyticity at a definte real value of 13). shifted (identical) distributions with widths scaling as

Let us first show that a bimodal distribution corre- -%I-, i.e. growing slower than the distance between the
sponds to a partition sum fulfilling the Yang Lee theo- two peaks that scales as N. This implies that (for not
rem in the double saddle point approximation [28, 151 too small N) p,6 (e) is bimodal, the distance between
The partition sum for a complex parameter A = 13 + i1 the two peaks representing asymptotically the latent heat
is nothing but the Laplace transform of the probability pepatc.

[35,btonP e)fr n e36atr armte O This demonstration can be extended to account for
[35, 361 ~~~~~~~~~~~more important finite size effcts [33] when zeroes A,, are

Z talready periodic but not yet uniformly distributed on a
,x deZp0 P8 (e) e-(APO)e de pa (e) e- straight line [35, 37].

(49) In this section we have demonstrated that the asymp-
where we have defined a (non normalized) distribution totic bimodality of the order parameter distribution func-
pp (e) = ZoPp (e). In order to study the thermodynamic tion is a necessary and sufficient condition for a first or-
limit (when it exists), if p,6 (e) is monomodal we can use a der phase transition in the thermodynamic limit. There
saddle point approximation around the maximum e giv- is however a very important difference between finite sys-
ing Z), = ekx(e), with tems and the thermodynamic limit: in the latter case the

1 2 2 1 ~~~probability distribution is bimodal only at the transition
0.x (e) log pp (e) - ii~e + -7a' (e) + log (2iror2(e)) point POb while in finite systems, an interval Afl of non-

2 2 ~~~~~~zero measure exists where the two phases coexist, i.e. the
where a` -a8, logpo (e). However, if the density of distribution is bimodal, each peak being associated with
states W (e) = Z0P0 (e) has a curvature anomaly it ex- a phase having a finite probability of occurrence. As we
ists a range of 13 for which the equation a, log Pp, (e) - will see in section XI A, the extension of the transition
(/3 - fit) = 0 has three solutions e, e2 and 3. Two of point to a finite transition region makes a direct mea-
these extrema are maxima so that we can use a double surement of phase coexistence possible [38], contrary to
saddle point approximation which will be valid close to the common belief that phase transitions would only be
thermodynamic limit [35] loosely defined out of the thermodynamic limit. More-

over, the fact that the distribution is non zero between
4. - ~ e(c') + e(e3) = 2eO cosh (_.) the two maxima in the case of small systems implies that
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microstates can be accessed that do not exist at the ther- has no anomaly while S2 = log W2 presents a convex in-
modynamic limit in the intensive ensemble. These states truder which is preserved at the thermodynamic limit. A
are specific of the coexistence region and can lead to spec- typical examples of El is given by the kinetic energy for
tacular phenomena as negative heat capacity [12] and a classical system with velocity independent interactions.
negative compressibility [11] in the extensive ensemble. For other similar one-body operators see ref. [39].

The probability to get a partial energy E1when the
total energy is E is given by

G. The death of thermodynamics

Let us now investigate the more general situation when PE (El) = exp (S, (El) + S2 (E - El) - S (E)) (50)
the system size goes to infinity and the Van Hove theo- The extremnum of PE (El) is obtained for the par-
rem (section V A) does not necessarily apply. We have titioning of the total energy E between the kinetic
already observed in the last section that the asymptotic and potential components that equalizes the two par-
behaviour of an ensemble that explores the coexistence tial temperatures T 1 -1 =aE, Si (1) =' 9E2 22(E -
region of a first order phase transition cannot be pre- El~) = T 2

1. If iR1is unique, PE (E1) is mono-
dicted from the thermodynamic limit of the correspond- modal and we can use a saddle point approximation
ing intensive ensemble, for the simple reason that this around this solution to compute the entropy S (E) 
latter is not defined inside coexistence. In particular the lo
microcanonical caloric curve in the phase transition re- lgf . dE, exp (S, (El) + S2 (E - El)). At the lowest
gion may either converge towards the Maxwell construc- order, the entropy is simply additive so that the micro-
tion or keep a backbending behaviour, since a negative canonical temperature of the global system O9ES(E) =
heat capacity system can be thermodynamically stable 7- is the one of the most probable energy partition.
even in the thermodynamic limit if it is isolated. Indeed Therefore, the most probable partial energy El acts as a
we have shown in chapter V that if the interaction is microcanonical thermometer. If Elis always unique, the
long ranged the topological anomaly leading to the con- kinetic thermometer in the backbending region will fol-
vex intruder in the entropy is not cured by increasing the low the whole decrease of temperature as the total energy
number of particles[21,[39],[40]. increases. Therefore, the total caloric curve will present

Within our approach based on the topology of the the same anomaly as the potential one.
probability distribution of observables [28] we have If conversely the partial energy distribution is double
demonstrated that ensemble inequivalence arises from humped, then the equality of the partial temperatures

1(0)fluctuations of the order parameter. Ensembles putting admits three solutions, one of them 1l being a mini-
different constraints on the fluctuations of the order pa- mnum. At this point the partial heat capacities C-'
ramneter lead to different thermodynamics. In the case of _T a 8 -,Si(70) adC'- 2 02 S 2 ( MO0 )fuil
phase transitions with non-zero latent heat, the total en- the relation
ergy usually plays the role of an order parameter except
if energy fluctuations are forbidden; therefore, the mi- C-' + C~-1 <0O (51)
crocanonical ensemble is expected to present a different 
thermodynamics than the other (canonical) ensembles. This happens when the potential heat capacity is nega-
This different behaviour may remain at the thermody- tive and the kinetic energy is large enough (C > -C 2 )
namic limit, and this frequently occurs for Hamiltonians to act as an approximate heat bath: the partial energy
containing a kinetic energy contribution: in this case if distribution PE (El) in the microcanonical ensemble is
the kinetic heat capacity is large enough, then the kinetic then bimodal as the total energy distribution P, (E) in
energy becomes an order parameter in the microcanon- the canonical ensemble. The bimodality of PE (El) im-
ical ensemble. This is almost a paradox since in any plies that the kinetic energy is an order parameter of the
other ensembles in which no total energy conservation is transition in the microcanonical ensemble. In this case,
imposed the kinetic energy has a trivial perfect gas be- performing a double saddle point approximation around
haviour, while in the microcanonical. ensemble it becomes the two maxima leads to a nmicrocanonical temperature
an order parameter with the specific bimodal structure at given by a weighted average of the two estimations from
the phase transition. Then, we will show that the micro- the two maxima of the kinetic energy distribution
canonical caloric curve presents at the thermodynamic ) 2
lim-it a temperature jump in complete disagreement with + ,2

the canonical ensemble[41]. T = aES(E) 75 ))+O 2) (52)
Let us consider a finite system for which the Hamil- ()±T ()

tonian can be separated into two components E = .

El + E2, that are statistically independent (W (El, E2) where T T= T(El) are the kinetic temperatures calcu-
W, (El) W 2 (E2 )) and such that the associated degrees of lated at the two maxima, - PE(E ) are the prob-
freedom scale in the same way with the number of par- abilities of the two peaks, and u(') their widths. At the
ticles; we will also consider the case where S, = log W,' thermodynamic limit eq.(51) reads C1' + cj' < 0, with'
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1 2 )b characteristics of the considered ensemble of events i.e.10 A ~~~~~~~~~~~on the state variables, namely the fluctuating observables
L5A L and the conserved quantities imposed by the dynamics or

6 ~"I 2by the sorting technique. This implies the impossibility
L 4 6 to define a unique thermodynamics, i.e. a unique equa-

2 r ~~~~~~~~~~~tion of state, for systems undergoing a first order phase

E? 12d i~ 1 transition.

10 I-
9 9 VII. FIRST ORDER PHASE TRANSITIONS
88 AND ABNORMAL FLUCTUATIONS
7~

6 . '... 7 In the previous section we have seen some model cases
5 10 15 20 in which the kinetic energy is bimodal in the coexistence

Energy w region of the microcanonical ensemble. Indeed the po-

tential energy is an order parameter for phase transitions
FIG.27:Lef paels:temeraureas funtio ofthepo- with non zero latent heat; the mnicrocanonical constraint

tential energy E2(full lines) and of the kinetic energy E - E.2 cetsaoet n orlto ewe h iei n
(dot-dashed lines) for two model equation of states of classi- potential components, and this leads to a mnicrocanlonical
cal systems showing a first order phase transition. Symbols: bimodal kinetic distribution. For most model hamiltoni-
temperatures extracted from the most probable kinetic en- ans however the potential energy distribution is strongly
ergy thermometer from eq.(5). Right panels: total caloric constrained by the requirement of total energy conserva-
curves (symbols) corresponding to the left panels and ther- tion and the bimodality in Ep,0 t is suppressed under the
modynamic limit of eq. (7) (dashed lines). microcanonical constraint.

A similar example has been already presented in sec-
tion VI E, where the bimodality of the A,... distribution

C = hiMN, C/N. If this condition is fulfilled the prob- in the coexistence zone of the liquid gas phase transi-
ability distribution P3 (E) presents two maxima for all fi- tion was suppressed by the canonical constraint of to-
nite sizes and only the highest peak survives at N = . tal mass conservation because of the correlation between

Let Etbe theenerg at whch P -(1) -(2) A,,a,, and the total mass. However, even if the distribu-
Ut E betheenegy t wichP-%(E") PE, E) tion is not bimodal in the extensive ensemble At,0 t = est.,

Because of eq. (52) at the thermodynamic limit the caloric the domain of variation of Am,,,, is still extremely large:
curve will follow the high (low) energy maximum of we can then expect that the distributions width may
PE (E1 ) for all energies below (above) Et; there will be a bear some information about the possible occurrence of
temperature jump at the transition energy Et. a phase coexistence even in an ensemble where a conser-

Let us illustrate the above results with two examples vation law applies to a variable directly correlated to the
for a classical gas of interacting particles. For the ki- order parameter.
netic energy contribution we have S (E) = c n(E/N)N Let us come back to the microcanonical ensemble. If
with a constant kinetic heat capacity per particle c = the hamiltonian of the system is known, the presence (or
3/2. For the potential part we will take two polynomial absence) of a double hump in the partial energy distribu-
parametrizations of the interaction caloric curve present- tion can be predicted looking at the difference between
ing a back bending which are displayed in the left part the kinetic and potential heat capacities (section VI G),
of figure 27. If the decrease of the partial temperature but in the case of short range forces the Van H-ove theo-
T2(E.2) is steeper than -2/3 (figure 27a) 21] eq.(51) is rem guarantees that the kinetic distribution has to be (at
verified and the kinetic caloric curve T1 (E - El) (dot- least asymptotically) normal. In this case we can perform
dashed line) crosses the potential one T2 (E2 ) (full line) 'a simple saddle point approximation and we will show in
in three different points for all values of the total energy section VII A that the width of the partial energy dis-
lying inside the coexistence region. The resulting caloric tribution is a direct measure of the microcanonical heat
curve for the whole system is shown in figure 27b (sym- capacity, and that an isolated system undergoing a first
bols) together with the thermodynamic lim-it (lines) eval- order phase transition can be represented as composed of
uated from the double saddle point approximation (52). subsystems with abnormally large fluctuations [42, 451
In this case one observes a temperature jump at the tran- The presence of abnormal fluctuations can be thus
sition energy. If the temperature decrease is smoother taken as a definition of phase transition equivalent
(figure 27c) the shape of the interaction caloric curve is (within an approximation discussed in section VII B) to
preserved at the thermodynamic limit (figure 27d). the definitions that we have introduced earlier in this

This patent violation of ensemble equivalence means paper. In the specific case of a multidimensional observ-
that, contrary to the physical intuition based on macro -ables space (as for example in the liquid gas phase transi-
systems, the equations of state explicitly depend on the tion) the fluctuation observable has the extra advantage
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that it is independent of the different possible transfor- Eq. (55) has been first derived by J.L.Lebowitz in
mations and it is directly connected to the underlying ref.[42] (see also ref.[431) and has not to be confused with
density of states. This point will be discussed in section the (similar) exact expressions of refs.[44]. In the next
VII C. section we will show that the finite size corrections to

eq. (55) are generally negligible already for systems com-
posed of a few tens of particles. The advantage of eq. (55)

A. Partial energy fluctuations and heat capacity respect to the expressions of ref. [44] is that this expres-
sion can be applied to different sharings of the conserved

Let us consider as in section VI G above a system which extensive variable and does not require that S (El) rep-
can e decomposed into two independent components resents the entropy of a free classical gas. This will be of
so that the density of states is factorized W (El, E- a crucial importance in the application to experimental
W (E1)W 2(E2) and the total energy is the sum of th data, as we will see in chapter IX.

two artal eerges E = 1 + 2. n a icrcanoica isSince in the canonical ensemble the energy fluctuation
ensemble with a total energy Et the total state density U2 recn malsuof rte heteaci,8og Zp/art
W (Et) exp(S(Et)) is given by the folding of the partial 0cansw a lowiefrteitrcinpr
state densities Wi (Ei), S(Et) = logf dE1 exp(S (El)+ -i T 21 __

S2 (E -El)). The energy distribution in system (1) when C2 T a2)

the total energy is Et is (see eq.(50) can

W, (El) W2 (Et - El) ~and for the heat capacity of the total system
Pi (El) = W (Et )(~- 1

= exp (S, (El) + S2 (Et - El) - S (Et)X53) ( ) =1_0ca (56)

If this distribution is double humped, the system is un- E.5)sosta eaieha aaiycre
dergoing a first order phase transition with negative heat Eqponds howsartat arg ngctatie i heat caaitcorreo-
capacity that may converge to a temperature jump in sponsemto p at eegelutaisi the n iflcrocation-
the thermodynamic limlit (see section VI G). If on the icaltensembleith exebe.h orsodigfutain
other hand this distribution is normal, we can make a We are here confronted with another paradox con-
single saddle point approximation for the partition sum netdongaiehtcpctyteimlettonf
of system (1) (say, the kinetic energy) which corresponds anect nt netiv t ca.paociy th iemetton fl
to a gaussian approximation for the distribution[451, acntan ~~=ct rdcsa nraeo ic
P1 (El) = (2ira 2)-1/ 2exp(-(El _-121a) Substitut- tuations on a variable El correlated to the constraint,
ing into eq.(53) gives Ei 2 2 2 .respect to the canonical case where this same variable

was free to fluctuate. The physical origi of this strange
1 a 2S, 2S behaviour is easily understood if we recall that in the mi-

_7 2__ - crocanonical ensemble the fluctuations of the two subsys-a2 E1 aE2 ~- tems are identical a2 = a2 . The potential energy presents
__lo Z 1 ( 02 log Z1'\ 1 ~huge fluctuations because the system is jumping between

9P32 J T 2C2 the two phases and the microcanonical constraint forces
the kinetic energy to compensate this fluctuation.

where T is the microcanonical temperature

T-1= c9S 1/aEl (B1) = OS2/aE2(Et - $1) (54) B. Finite size corrections

associated with the most probable partitioning of the Even if the interactions are short ranged and there-
total energy E between the two subsystems, C2 is fore the kinetic energy distribution is normal, one may
the heat capacity of the interacting part, C doubt about the validity of the gaussian approxima-
-T 2a2S 2/8E22(A), Z1 is the canonical partition sum for tion employed in the last section, especially if we deal
system (1), and the second equality stems from the fact with very small systems. The first order correction to
that in the saddle point approximation the Legendre and the saddle point approximation for the entropy is easily
Laplace transforms coincide (see section HA). In the computed [45]
same saddle point approximation the heat capacity are
simply additive C C, + C2 which gives for the total ~ -9 ~ S E ~ n(~~
microcanonical heat capacity2

Looking now at the first derivative of S we get

1 (55) 1 _1 alna
C1 c, - TIT = T +8Et
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and monomers in the liquid gas phase transition) such
that no anomaly is present in the density of states of A0
and the two systems are statistically independent. De-
fine a generalized susceptibility x-1 _2 S/aA 2 . The
transition is then characterized by a negative branch of
X according to the equation

.62

0.6 -1 1 158

1.8 .~...... ..... c.... wee 2 is the fluctuation of A0 under the constraint
0 0soAt 0 = cst. and a 2 is the same fluctuation when the

1 S.~~~~~~~ constraint is relaxed.
<40 ~ ~ ......

0 20
0

-20 ~~~~~~~~~~~~C. State variables versus transformations

-0.2 0 0.2 0.4 E19 (c) When dealing with finite systems for which the differ-

ent statistical ensembles are not equivalent, it is essential
to distinguish between state variables, which only de-

FIG. 28: As a function of the total energy per particle are miowhcalodpend on the uneligeutosoteodai prathor
shown: a): the average kinetic energy (dots) multiplied by 2/3 mto hc lodeedo h hemdnmcpt
compared with the microcanonical temperature (line); b): the flowed by the system.
kinetic energy fluctuations (dots) compared with the canon-
ical expectation (line); c) The heat capacity extracted from
the fluctuations (dots) compared with the exact one (line).

where P is the most probable temperature of the partial
systems given by eq.(54). The second derivative of the 4
entropy allows to compute the heat capacity44

42.
2 4,2( ~~~~~~2 a~2:2 ,

where 60 represents the saddle point approximation 3; 1
eq.(55). At zero order in the kinetic energy variance o 
we recover the simple result C = C, however in general 28-
we will have to consider corrections to this relation due 
to the microcanonical fluctuations. 1 ~

In practical applications of eq.(55), the validity of this 15

approximation has to be verified by explicitly testing the
quality of a gaussian fit on the partial energy distribu-
tion, and by computing the correcting terms eq.(57). An
example is given in figure 28 for a system of 216 particles
in the isobar lattice gas model at a subcritical pressure. FIG. 29: Temperature as a function of the energy per par-
The heat capacity extracted from the kinetic energy fluc- ticle and the Lagrange parameter associated to volume for
tuationis with the expression at zero order, eq.(55), is al- a Lattice Gas system of 216 particles in the microcanonical
ready in very good agreement with the exact one. This ensemble with fluctuating volume. The coupling is fixed to
means that kinetic energy fluctuations are an experimen- 5.5 MeV.
tally accessible measure of the heat capacity which allows
to sign divergences and negative branches characteristic Let us take the example of the liquid gas phase tran-
of the phase transition. sition, for which the energy E, the volume V and the

It is also interesting to note that eq.(56) can be ex- number of particles A are all relevant observables (indeed
tended to a more general equilibrium situation. Consider they are all order parameters in the corresponding inten-
for a first order phase transition a system characterized sive ensembles). The system is then characterized by (at
by an observable (order parameter) At0 t that can be di- least) three state variables, that identify the statistical
vided into two subsystems At,0t A±+A0 (say: fragments ensemble. For instance (fi,,Av , A) defines the canonical
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isobar ensemble with partition sum

Z06p(A) j 1: W(E, A, V) exp (-/3E - AvV),
V 

with p = Av/fl; (E.Akv, A) corresponds to the micro- 4,5 .. ..

canonical iso-A\v ensemble (see section VI C) 4

Z~x (E, A) W~ W(E, A, V) exp (-Xv V), (59)3.

(E, V, A) defines the rmicrocanonical isochore ensemble -10

where the partition sum is given by the density of states 
Z(E, A, V) _=W(E, A, V), etc. 

Any other state variable that can be computed to char-
acterize the system (for instance the temperature T in 0.5
a microcanonical ensemble) will then be described by a 0 E(AMe') 0 E(A.Me'V)
function in a three dimensional space. The temperature
T- = Zx, /,E in the mici-ocanonical iso-A\v ensem-
ble is shown in figure 29 for the Lattice Gas model. The
anomalous curvature related to the first order phase tran-
sition (see chapter IV) is apparent. In chapter IV we have FIG. 30: Thermodynamic quantities in the microcanonical
analyzed the transition looking at the backbending of the ensemble for a transformation at constant pressure (left part)
caloric curve; however any curve defined on the two di- and at constant volume (right part). Upper panels: caloric
mensional temperature surface of fig. 29 can be a caloric curve. Lower panels: normalized kinetic energy fluctuations
curve. This means that if the state variables are more compared to the canonical expectation (lines). Medium pan-
than one the behaviour of the caloric curve depends on els: hecat capacity (symbols) compared to the estimation
the transformation and does not bear information on the through eq. (55) (lines). The coupling is fixed to 5.5 MeV.
underlying partition sum. As an example the behaviour
of the temperature as a function of energy at a constant (-=a~/9 
pressure (p = XvT) or a constant average volume in the (C2 _T~,8 TA1Va 2 z~v/aE ) extracted from
subcritical region are displayed in the upper part of figure the equation of state eq. (59), are in very good agreement
30. At constant pressure the caloric curves are similar the with the lines which correspond to the fluctuation esti-
ones at constant \,,1 presented in figure 29, and a back- mation eq.(55).
bending is clearly seen. On the other hand at constant This result is another consequence of the inequivalence
volume a smooth behaviour is observed, as expected from between the different statistical ensembles. Since en-
general thermodynamics. rom these examples it is clear sembles are not equivalent, there is no guarantee that
that the backbending of the temperature surface can be a caloric curve at constant average volume in the iso-A\v
avoided depending on the path of the considered trans- ensemble Tx, (E) < v> coincides with the isochore caloric
formation and the phase transition signal can be hidden curve TV (E). Indeed fig.30 shows that the heat capacity
in the observation of the caloric curve. diverges in the iso-Xy ensemble even within a constant

On the other side partial energy fluctuations are a volume transformation, while the isochore heat capacity
state variable which does not depend on the transfor- CV is a smooth curve for any number of particles 46].
mation from one state to another. From figure 31 we This information is not apparent in the caloric curve and
can see that, in agreement with the results of section can only be traced back through the measurement of a
VII A, in the whole phase transition region the micro- state variable, i.e. the fluctuation observable discussed
canonical fluctuations present a strong maximum which in chapter VII.
exceeds the canonical value: an anomalously large fluc-
tuation signal will be always seen if the system under-
goes a first order phase transition, independent of the D. What is temperature ? (II)
path. As an example the lower part of figure 30 shows
a constant p or < V > cut of the bidimensional fuctu- We have seen in section IV G that the microcanonical
ation surface shown in figure 31. The quantitative be- relation
haviour of the heat capacity as a function of energy de-
pends on the specific transformation, but at each point dIn W(E)
the heat capacity extracted from fluctuations is a di- TdE 
rect measure of the underlying equation of state. This
is clearly demonstrated in the medium part of figure 30 is a measure of the physical temperature. After the dis-
where the symbols. which represent the heat capacity cussion of the previous section, one may wonder if the
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morneter can be written as

Pt(E) Wth'(EV~e- VV (

Pth (H) =f iWth (H - VV V)e" Z e() iH

-~~~~~~~~~ ~~~where the relationship between the pressure and the La-
55 grange conjuga~~~~~~~te to the volume is given as usual by

Av = 9p. The response of the thermometer is given
-9 ~~~~~~~~~~~by its most probable state E, H

-9,5 6~~~~~~~~~ d og .hv(E)f
dE V

- - 0 1 2 E(A4MeV) _d log Zth(H) (62)

where thermnal equilibrium between the thermometer and
the system implies (see eq.39)

FIG. 3 1: Isotherms and contour plot of the normalized kinetic dE = dE
energy fluctuations in the Lagrange parameter versus energy d In Zth d ln ZP`I
plane. The level corresponding to the canonical expectation dP (63)

a2T2= 1.5 is shown. Thick line: critical isotherm. The dH d
coupling e is fixed to 5.5 MeV. in agreement with eq.(60). Eqs.(62),(63) show that the

definitions (60),(61) are the correct definitions of the
physical temperature and heat capacity for any statis-

generalization of this relation to the multidimensional tical ensemble.
state variables case is unique. No ambiguity exists from In the particular case of an ideal classical gas pV = T
the statistical mechanics point of view: temperature be- the volume is exactly the inverse of the Av Lagrange
ing the Lagrange conjugate of the system energy for any parameter, which leads to the result of section VII A for
generic Gibbs equilibrium, the expressions used in the the kinetic energy
previous section for the temperature and the heat capac- Ck= 3/2
ity immediately follow Y V 32

T- 1 OIn Zx ,A(E, B,. .,BK) (60)

C T21 = ZT2.AL(E,B, .. BK)

(61)
a9E

where A,, Bi represent the intensive and extensive vai-
ables controlled in the considered statistical ensemble.
However the second law of thermodynamics dS = 6Q/T
associates temperature to a variation of heat, and the
relation Q = dE that we have used in section IV G is
correct only if no work is done on the system, i.e. in
the isochore ensemble, while in the isobar ensemble one
should rather use Q = dH where H = E + pV is the
free enthalpy.

It is easy to show that there is no contradiction be-
tween the statistical mechanics and the macroscopic ther-
modynamics points of view. Indeed if we consider a ther-
mometer inside a system at constant pressure (see section
1V G), the energy and enthalpy distribution of the ther-
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PARTP II: APPLICATIONS TO NUCLEAR MULTIFRAGMENTATION

Since nuclear forces, resemble to Van der Waals inter-
actions, the nuclear phase diagram is expected to present5
a liquid gas phase transition. Our present knowledge ofA

J1the nuclear equation of state is limited. The main reason v 4 4-

is the difficulty to treat the nuclear many-body problem3
b3 

and to define a reliable in medium interaction. The satu-
ration energy and density, iLe. the ground state of nuclear 2 2-
matter, are well established but as far as the temperature 
dependence of nuclear properties is concerned, very little 
is known in an absolute way. Only the entropy varia-
tion, i.e. the level density parameter a SIT, of a finite 20-
nucleus has been clearly established at low excitation en- 10 * 2-
ergies through evaporation studies.

An important research activity is now devoted to the 0 

extraction of reliable information of the nuclear equa- -101
tion of states and the associated phase diagram. Heavy 
ion reactions are routinely used to test mechanical and ~200
thermodynamic properties of nuclei. In particular in the 0 2 4 6 -0 2 4 6 8

recent years the multifragmentation regime has been ten- V/A. (A.MeV)
tatively associated with the occurrence of a liquid-gas
phase transition. In this context the fluctuation observ- FIG. 32: Reconstructed normalized kinetic energy fluctua-
able discussed in chapter VII represents a powerful tool to tions at freeze out (upper part) and the corresponding heat
quantitatively assess the properties of the nuclear equa- capacity (lower part) for SMM (left) and GEMINI (right) sim-
tion of state at finite temperature. Indeed 4ir detectors ulations as a function of the excitation energy. Dashed line:
give an (almost) complete event by event information of numerical derivative of the theoretical caloric curve.
the charge partitions. If we can reasonably estimate the
relation between the charge Z1 and the mass number A2,
and the value of the freeze out volume VFO (see section excitation energies to the coexistence line on the liquid
IX C), we can then obtain the event by event Q-value and breadi hudntso eaieha aaiy

Coulomb nergy acordingto the quationIn both cases the temperature estimated from the av-
m erage value of the non interacting part of the total en-

mi + Eve (Zj, i = 1. .. M) (64) ergy < Ek >= E~0t- < E1 > according to eq.(54) (see
k=i chapter IX for details) is in good agreement with the

where M is the total multiplicity and mi are the mass input temperature of the models. The heat capacity is
excess of the primary products. Equation (64) represents estimated from eq.(55). As we can see from figure 32,
the interaction energy at the time of fragment formation. abnormal fluctuations are obtained for the SMM simula-
Since the total deposited energy is also measured event by tion while the heat capacity is a monotorlically increasing
event by calorimetry (see section IX D), the interaction function of the excitation energy in the GEMINI case,
energy fluctuation can be studied as a function of total and very close to the numerical derivative of the theo-
energy and abnormal fluctuations can be looked for. retical caloric curve. This result indicates that eqj.(55) is

To illustrate this method[47], eq.(55) is applied in fig- a powerful tool to extract heat capacities also for realis-
ure 32 to two well known and sophisticated models, often tic .nuclear models, for sequential as well as simultaneous
used to simulate heavy ion reaction data, the SMM[48] emission processes, the only condition being the thermal
and GEMINI[49] models. SMM modelizes multifragmen- equilibrium of the data sample.
tation at low freeze out density and for the typical vol- The central question of equilibrium will be discussed
uimes used (around three times the normal source vol- in the next chapter.
time) shows a first order liquid-gas like phase transi-
tion [50, 51]. GEMINI describes fragment production
as a sequence of binary fission-like emissions at a density VIII. EQUILIBRIA OUT OF EQUILIBRIUM
close to the normal nuclear matter density. An explicit
study of the thermodynamics of this model has never An important conceptual problem linked with multi-
been done. Because of the hypothesis of low emission fragmentation experiments is that the outcomes of a nu-
rate (i.e. low vapour-like pressure) and high density we clear collision are not confined in an external container
however expect that the model should be close for all but dynamically de-excite in the vacuum. The most so-
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phisticated nuclear transport models predict that frag- if the controlled variables are intensive (for instance the
ment formation is a highly dynamical process, with corn- canonical ensemble is not defined). Moreover the ergod-
parable time scales for the formation and the break-up icity of the hamniltonian is irrelevant if the system is not
of the intermediate excited state, which lifetime does not confined in a box, and even for truly ergodic systems the
overcome a few tens of fm/c. In the absence of boundary characteristic time T is of the order of the number of ac-
conditions, collective flows induced by a memory of the cessible states T W =exp S = exp(sN) i.e. exponen-
entrance channel (transparency) or by the dynamics of tially increasing with the number of particles.. equilibra-
the compression stage (radial flow) can be present at the tion is almost impossible to attain for complex systems.
fragmentation time. Last but not least, in experiments on a microscopic scale

Approximate models [481 simply subtract the energy all observations lead to the collapse of the wave packet:
stored in the collective motion from the global energetics observables are never measured as a function of time but
but because of the short lifetime and this time odd comn- we rather have a huge set of instantaneous observations
ponent, one may doubt about the applicability of equi- of similarly prepared systems.
librium concepts. However, ergodicity is not the unique way to produce

In this chapter we will show that information theory al- an equilibrium and in fact the equilibrium concept does
lows a thermodynamically consistent description of open not involve the way the statistical ensemble is produced
short-lived finite systems in evolution under a collective but only the probability of all the different realizations.
flow. We will apply this formalism to the Lattice Gas Indeed, as we have seen in chapter I, an equilibrium cor-
Model for the particular cases of a memory of the eni- responds to any ensemble of states that maximizes the
trance channel (section VIII C) and radial expansion (sec- entropy in a given space under the constraint of (a num-
tion VIII D). In both cases the properties of the system ber of) observables known in average [4]. If the nuclear
appear to be affected in a sizeable way when flow domi- dynamics is sufficiently sensitive to the initial conditions,
nates the global energetics. the ensemble of outcomes of similarly prepared nuclear

collisions can be considered as a statistical ensemble for
A. What i eqrdlibrum? [52]which the important observables are controlled by the
A. What is equlibrium? [52]dynamices and by the event sorting performed on specific

observables. (For a rigorous discussion on the mixing
The whole discussion of this work - and more gener- property that the hamiltonian must have for the dynam-

ally, the pertinence of equilibrium statistical mechanics ics to be sufficiently sensitive to the initial conditions,
to actual physical problems - is based on the validity of see ref. [52]. Here it is sufficient to recall that mixing is
the fundamental postulate discussed in section B. Con- almost always verified in model hamiltonians of complex
cerning macroscopic systems the validity of equilibrium is short ranged systems).
somewhat an academic question: an infinite system can In this information theory approach, the state variables
always be divided in an infinite number of infinite subsys- are determined by the dynamics and are not restricted to
tems, and there is no reason why the subsystems would time even observables but can also be time odd quantities
differ in their midcroscopic structure from the global sys- such as transparency or radial flow.
tem. I the system is small the same method cannot be It is important to stress that this statistical mechan-
applied: the partitioning into subsystems leads to qual- ics viewpoint, where we assume that the whole (limited)
itatively different objects, because the interfaces cannot information we have on a system is also the only rele-
be neglected in the global energetics. This is why the tra- vant one (see section I B), is the least ambitious and the
ditional approach to the concept of equilibrium in small most economidc approach to many body physics. This
systems is given by the ergodic theorem: if the system means that equilibrium has never to be proved: it is im-
is ergodic (i.e. during its dynanical evolution it explores possible to demonstrate that the only information con-
the phase space according to its density of states) then tained in a set of data is given by the measured state
the time average of any observable A will be asymptoti- variables until al the virtually infinite number of possi-
cally equal to the ensemble average ble observables has been measured. Rather a deviation

1 T 1 ~~~~~~~~from a given equilibrium has to e found in order to
lim - f dtA(t) f~ [dAAW(A) demonstrate the relevance of a specific dynamic effect:

T-+oo T jO Wt.t this deviation constitutes an extra constraint that has

The statistical ensemble is then given by the collection of to be put on the statistical ensemble, and a statistical
different snapshots of the system evolving in time, pro- treatment is still worthwhile as long as the number of
vided that the observation time is much longer than a dynamical constraints is small respect to the relevant de-
typical equilibration time , i.e. the time needed to ex- grees of freedom.
plore the whole accessible phase space. In this sense a statistical treatement of data has to be

This approach is not satisfactory for a number of rea- interpreted as a reduction of the complex and redundant
sons. First, its domain of applicability is extremely lim- many body information to the relevant collective degrees
ited: the only possible state variables are the variables of freedom that are associated to the transport proper-
conserved by the dynamics and no equilibrium is possible ties of nuclear matter and can be theoretically accessed
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through dynamical transport calculations. Indeed in the infinite volume limit the isobar partition
sum with p = 0 is identical to the partition sum of a
system confined in a box

B. Negative heat capacity and the freeze-out
volume lim Z7(E, Vb..) lim dVe (V,,,, - V) W(E, V)

Vb0.,*O V&..-o J

As a first example, let us consider the standard freeze fdVW(E, V)e-.~v
out hypothesis where the configurations are fixed when 
the nuclear interaction among prefragments becomes where V = R3 and Av = 0. The equivalence of the two
negligible. This requirement corresponds to an average ensembles in the infinite volume limit is depicted in flg.33
distance between prefragment surfaces. Then the ensem- that shows the caloric curve and partial energy fuctua-
ble of events are characterized by several variables such tion in the isochore Lattice Gas model with a linear di-
as the energy and their spatial extension R2 or R3 which mension L = 11 and L = 1S: in the big volume case the
is fluctuating event by event. This can be accounted for caloric curve backbends in the coexistence zone and the
by considering the ensemble average < R > as a state fluctuations overcome the canonical limit (see eq.(55))
variable and introducing a Lagrange multiplier Xv closely while in the L = 11 case energy fluctuations are sup-
related to a pressure[41. pressed by the constraint of the box because of the corre-

lation between energy and volume (see fig.23). The same
result has been reported in the framework of the IMFM
model in ref.153). The curvature anomaly in the isochore

6 system appears because the number of particles is too
>5*5 small for the boundary conditions to be effective: in the

45 true thermodynamic limit V - oo, N - oo, N/V = te4.5 6V0 the anomaly disappears in agreement with the Van Hove
3.5 ~ 2V 0 theorem 19).
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FIG. 33: Caloric curves (upper part) and normalized partial 
energy fluctuations (lower part) for a system of 216 particles1e.15e=2a =78
in the isochore Lattice Gas model for two different lattice . A 0 6p/P'..0%sizes. The coupling is fixed to 5.5 MeV. 12 A

We have already discussed in section VI C and VII C 
that bimodalities and negative heat capacities for the liq- 0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5 0 0.25 0.5
uid gas phase transition are connected to volume fuc- A/Ao A/A0
tuations. Indeed density is the order parameter of the
transition, which means that if the number of particles
is fixed, the heat capacity can only be negative in the
isobar ensemble. Since the freeze out of a system with- FIG. 34: Fragment size distributions in the Lattice Gas
out boundary conditions is represented by a fluctuating model. Upper (lower) part: canonical (microcanonical) cal-
volume (isobar) ensemble, this means that negative heat culations. FAll lines: isotropic momentum distributions.
capacity has to be expected in multifragmentation if this Dashed, dotted and dashed-dotted lines: different degrees of
phenomenon takes place at low density. transparency (see text).

It is interesting to remark that the absence of boundary
condition (i.e. a confining box of infinite volume) is a Let us first consider a symmetric head-on collision with
physical situation which belongs to the isobar ensemble. a too short reaction time to fully relax the incomning rno-
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mentum. This situation seems to be verified at relativis-
tic energies [541. It corresponds to the observation of an
additional one body state variable, the memory of the ini- j 1- l1- 621- 
tial momenta < rp, >, where p, is the momentum along _p 0 0 1~i 2 i~ 1

the beam axis and r == -1(±1) for the particles initially 9 "' T.8

the total energy E is also known only in average. The 1--belongingto the taget (proectile). et us assmethat 10
maximization of the entropy leads to the partition sum of fl
the incomplete momentum relaxation ensemble (IMRE) .1

Zez (65) 1-.71t, ~~~~~~~~~1 s 1Al,10

where thep (PiE(n) + a rip (65i 102

weeteindice i stands for the i-th particle while n
counts the events, a and Pi are Lagrange multipliers 16o 1 02 1 Ii

associated to the constraint of the incomplete stopping 16 0 2,1 1/40-
<Trpz > and of the total center of mass energy < E >.
The relative probability of an event (n) results

p(nl) o: exp En)+ C' ri> n FIG. 35: Distribution of the biggest fragment in the coex-lZ} istence region of the isobar Lattice Gas model for different[ ( ~~~~~~~~~~degrees of transparency.

ox exp ( 2 +rsi~f 7 + j 66) INMRE .6)are performed with the Lattice Gas hamil-
-~ ~ ~~~~~1 tna fraJstmo A=26particles at a subcriti-

where (Jij is the two body interaction and we have intro- cal. pressure \ = 3.3. 0-4 [14, 15] and clusters are de-
duced % = ma/fliu.- The average kinetic energy per par- fined within the standard Coniglio-Klein prescription[30].
ticle is given by a thermal component < eth~ >= 3I(2fl For simplicity in the following calculations the longitudi-
plus a flow < e >= p/(2m) while the equation of nal momentum dispersion has been kept fixed, (fl/2m +
states related to a leads to < rpz, >= Apo. The de- q)-1 = 0.04c. Since in this classical approach the config-
gree of transparency can be measured from the ratio urational and kinetic partition sums are factorized, for a
< e > / <eCth > which is nothing but the quadrupolar given fl the lattice configurations will be independent of
deformation in momentum space the transparency. However the active bond probability

will explicitly depend on po meaning that cluster observ-
Ap 2/p 2 = (< p~2> - < p2 >)/3 < p2>. ables can be affected by the incomplete relaxation. The

A&P2/p 2 p 2/P 2
In the limit p = 0 the IMRE reduces to the usual 0. .25 .5 .75 1. 0. .25 .5 .75 1.

canonical ensemble while in the general case it can be < > 2
interpreted as two thermalized sources with a non zero Al.S .
relative velocity 2ffo/m along the beam axis'4 t2 1 .2. 3*N?'

This theory can he extended to take into account other 05 =12
observables. If for example the average momentum dis- - 0 1.5 in

persion along the beam axis is known, an extra term to's <Q> 2,(n)2 ELa - 1 0.5 17i can be added in eq.(65) to control via the La- v__________
grange multiplierq, the collective flow fluctuation, while 0 0.5 0 0.5
a term AR 2 can be used to impose an average freeze total energy () total energy (c)
out volume.

In actual heavy ion experiments the centrality selec-
tion criteria imply a sorting of data according to the total FIG. 36: Average partial energies (left) and variances (right)
deposited energy [47] or to variables which are strongly in the microcanonical ensemble (full circles) and in the IMRE
correlated to it. This means that a total energy conser- (open circles) at fixed energy.
vation has to be implemented to eq.(66). In this case
the equations of state are not analytical but can still be upper part of figure 34 shows cluster size distributions
numerically evaluated, at a temperature fl-' = 0.65e which corresponds to the

To understand the effect of transparency on the eval- transition temperature in the canonical ensemble, and
uation of thermodynamic quantities, calculations in the different degrees of transparency.
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A quantitative comparison with experimental data in a liquid drop approximation as
would require to fix the Lagrange parameters )\, , o
from each specific set of data and to include symmetry as Q, M()21
well as Coulomb terms in the hamiltonian, however from Q~)-~ a,,Ai + (67)
this illustrative example we can clearly see that partitions =

are affected by a collective longitudinal component and a
higher degree of fragmentation does not necessarily im- where M(' is the multiplicity of the n-th event and a,,
ply higher temperatures but can also be consistent with a, are the volume and surface energy coefficients. The
an increased degree of transparency of the collision. To average kinetic energy and the average Q-value obtained
quantify this statement, the lower part of figure 1 com- with eq.(67) are shown in the left part of figure 36 for
pares the clusters size distributions of the microcanon- the microcanonical ensemble and for a system with the
ical IMRE for different Ap 2 /p2 with the standard mi- same total deposited energy and an increasing degree of
crocanonical ensemble (fixed energy, spherical momen- transparency Ap2 /p 2 . The energy range explored cor-
tum distribution) at the same total energy. It is clear responds to the phase transition region. The increased
that thermal agitation is much more effective than trans- probability of heavy clusters with an increasing degree
parency to break up the system: at e = .78c where the of transparency shown in figure 1 induces an overestima-
standard microcanonical ensemble predicts a complete tion of the average kinetic energy, hence of the estimated
vaporization of the system, a residue persists if the non temperature. The peak in the partial energy fluctuation
relaxed momentum component is as large as the relaxed (right part of Figure 36) which signals the phase tran-
one (Ap2/p2 = 100%). This is in qualitative agreement sition [45] disappears in this extreme scenario of an in-
with the trend observed in central collisions at relativis- crease of energy going entirely into the relative motion
tic energies [55]. However up to 10% transparency the of the two sources. Moreover the normalized fluctuations
distributions remain unchanged, meaning that when the are systematically lower than in the microcanonical en-
velocity difference between the quasi-projectile and the semble where the incoming momentum is fully relaxed.
quasi-target is of this order, the debate on equilibrium Since a negative heat capacity corresponds to abnormally
based on the number of emission sources 56] or on their high partial energy fluctuations (see section VII A), this
deformation in momentum space is an academic question. implies that an incomplete relaxation of the incoming

momentum can prevent the observation of negative heat
The effect on the order parameter Zbig distribution is capacity.

shown in fig.35. The bimodality signal (see chapter VI)
appears very robust respect to an incomplete relaxation D qiiru ne ailfo
of the incoming momentum. Up to about 50% trans- D qiiru ne ailfo
parency the transition temperature is almost indepen-
dent of the longitudinal flow: the extra energy stocked Another important form of collective motion in heavy
in the longitudinal motion can be simply approximately ion collisions is radial flow which starts to be observed in
subtracted from the total energy balance. This finding is central collisions around 30 A.MeV incident energy[561
in good agreement with experimental data (see chapter and becomes the dominant fraction of the detected en-
X). Note on passing that because of finite size effects ergy in the relativistic domain [55]. We can describe this
the different order parameters do not point exactly to dynamical situation as an equilibrium with non random
the same value for the transition temperature: at the directions for velocities which are preferentially oriented
temperature TE 0.65e at which the two energy peaks in the radial direction. In the canonical formulation this
have the same height, the size distribution is still dom- corresponds to the independent observation of the aver-
inated by a percolative clusters; conversely at the tran- age energy < E > and the average local radial momen-
sition temperature TA-- = 0.68& defined by the A,,,, tum < pr(r) >. The probability of a microstate (n) reads
order parameter the system is already in its gas phase
from the energetic point of view. This finding is also in A
qualitative agreement with experimental data (see chap- p~fn) oc exp -En J~i (8

ter DC) and shows that the uncertainty on the transition k(8
temperature due to transparency effects is less important weer stepsto fteit atce h n
than the intrinsic finite size uncertainty due to the choice were canoi tepsitiouore i-(the artcl Lrthen

of the order parameter. ~multiplier. Imposing in the local equation of state <
p, >= alogZ/&9y that the observed velocity is self-similar

Let us now analyze the possible bias induced by trans- < p(r) >= mar we obtain y(r) = -P6ar which gives for
parency on the experimental methods used to determine the argument of the exponential in the probability (68)
the heat capacity [47]. As we will see in chapter IX, the
role of the potential energy is played in multifragmen- A .(\2 2 A A
tation data by the Q-values of the measured partitions. 1: Wi- l (i' +,, 9 r - § Uj (69)
The Q-value can be computed in the Lattice Gas model 2m i
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neve be egatve:for givn amuntof flow at each tern-
0 . 040.na perature nequaiib rium ve mon

0.8 1 a oi 0.4 o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ilibiumcan exist only for pressures exceed-
1 -,:~0. 0T4=.65 in aliiin'vle >m 2 /2T. At lower pressures the

9A ~o iforatio.thoryapproach becomes meaningless and
0-3 ~ ~ _the problem can only be addressed through a dynamical

10 ~~~~~approach.
3.~~ 1 The effective ressure Aeff as well as the associated

e=.6 e.0e veae volume (normalze to the ground state volume
- e e-0t ow.V = A) are shown in the upper left part of figure 37 as

io ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~a function of the collective radial flow for a given pres-
~~~~ ~~~sure and temperature, A = 1.23 10-2, fl-1 0.65 e.

10 ~~~~~~~~~~~The Lagrange parameter Aeff' being a decreasing func-
0 0. 05 05 0.5 tion of a, the flow reduces the effective pressure so that

A/A0 ~the critical point is moved towards higher pressures in
the presence of flow [57]. However one can see that the
effect is very small up to mci ~ .6 (which corresponds
to Ap 2/p2 =< e > / < e > 67% contribution of

FIG. 37: Upper left: effective pressure (full line) and aver- flow to the total kinetic energy). In this regime the clus-
age volume (dashed line) as a function of the collective radial ter size distributions displayed in the upper right part
flow (see text). Upper right and lower part: fragment size dis- of figure 37 are only slightly affected. On the other
tributions in the expanding Lattice Gas model. Distributions
without flow (full black lines) are compared with distributions side if the collective flow overcomes a threshold value
with 11% (dashed black), 43% (fulli grey) and 150% (dashed ApI /p2

;: 100% the average volume (dashed line in the
grey) contribution of radial flow at the same temperature (up- upper part of fig.37) shows an exponential increase and
per right) and at the same total energy (lower part). Symbols: the outgoing flow pressure leads to a complete fragmen-
calculations with flow at the same thermal energy and average tation of the system (dashed grey line in the lower part of
volume as the full black lines. fig.37). Again an oriented motion is systematically less

effective than a random one to break up the system. This
is shown in the lower part of figure 37 which compares for

with the local radial momentum fl (r) marit,. In the a given A distributions with and without radial flow at
expanding ensemble the total average kinetic energy is the same total deposited energy: for any value of radial
the sum of the thermal energy < eth >= 3/(2,8) and the flow equilibrium in the standard microcanonical ensem-
radial flow < e >= ma 2 /2 <R 2 >. The situation is ble corresponds to more fragmented configurations.
equivalent to a standard Gibbs equilibrium in the local Concerning heavy ion collisions, it is important to
expanding frame. This scenario is often invoked in the stress that the pressure A as well as the other state vari-
literature [48] to justify the treatment of flow as a col- ables are consequences of the dynamics. They cannot
lective radial velocity superimposed on thermal motion; be accessed by a statistical treatment but have to be ex-
however eq.(69)contains also an additional term oc r2 tracted from simulations and/or directly inferred from
which corresponds to an outgoing pressure. The prob- data itself [47]. Different models assume that fragmenta-
ability under flow being the exponential of eq.(69), it tion occurs in an average freeze out volume which may
diverges at infinity reflecting the trivial dynamical fac depend on the thermal energy but does not depend on
that asymptotically particles flow away. This divergence flow[48, 58, 59]. This is true if the system fragments at
should be cured by introducing an external confining the turning point of its expansion (a = 0) [58] or when the
pressure which is not a mathematical artifact but has to interaction betwen fragment surfaces becomes negligible
be interpreted as discussed in section VIII A above as a [48] or more generally is insufficient to modify the N-body
Lagrange multiplier imposing a finite freeze out volume. correlations [59]. In this case the presence of flow does
Eq. (69) has then to be augmented by a term - E ril not affect the configuration space and can only modify
with A > Ma 2 /2T leading to a positive pressure coeffi- the partitions because of the bonds breaking taken into
cient A1, = A _ M,6a 2 /2. account by the Coniglio-Klein algorithm. However this

This discussion has an important conceptual conse- effect is negligible as already observed by Das Gupta et
quence: an equilibrium under flow in the isochore en- al. [601 and shown in the lower part of Figure 37. In this
semble is meaningless and the common practice adopted figure the symbols represent the size distributions with
in nuclear physics statistical models [48, 601, of adding up collective flow at the same thermal energy and average
a radial momentum to fragment partitions equilibrated volume as the standard microcanonical results (full lines).
in a box, is theoretically inconsistent. Even more, the ex- Even for the largest amount of flow considered the two
perimental observation of a radial flow [56] demonstrates distributions are identical, meaning that in this hypoth-
that the isobar ensemble is the only relevant ensemble to esis all thermodynamic analysis of fragmentation data
nuclear fragmentation. stay valid in the presence of even strong collective flows

It is interesting to notice that the effective pressure can [60].
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IX. HEAT CAPACITY MEASUREMENTS bin[47, 61]. In the case of the Au quasi-projectile, a possi-
ble contribution of mid-rapidity emission is minimized by

In this chapter we will concentrate on the heat capacity substituting the backward light particle emission by the
measurements performed on quasi-projectile events from symmetric of the forward emission in the quasi-projectile
peripheral 35 A MeV Au + Au collisions and central reference frame [47]. The observed event isotropy in mo-
events from 25 A MeV Au + C, 25 and 35 A McV Au + mentum space[47] indicates that the directed flow compo-
Cu, and 35 A MeV Au + Au collisions[47, 6 1. nent coming from a memory of the entrance channel (see

All these measurements have been performed at the sectionVHI B) is negligible. A detailed analysis of the
K1200-NSCL Cyclotron of the Michigan State University average kinetic energy of the fragments in comparison
with the MULTICS-Miniball apparatus (for experimental with the statistical model SMM [481 indicates the pres-
details, see ref.[47]). ence of a radial collective flow ranging from O.A.MeV for

Results consistent with the ones presented here are Ob- temost peripheral to at most I .A.MeV for the central
tained with central collisions INDRA data[47, 62] and collisions of the Au+Au system. This collective contri-
ISIS data[63]. bution to the excitation energy has been removed in the

subsequent analysis, but we should keep in mind that the
determination of radial flow from the kinetic energy spec-
tra is not unambiguous, since the effect of a radial flow

A. Testing equilibrium can be mocked up by a smaller freeze out volume, be-
cause of the increased Coulomb repulsion. We will come

In order to perform the fluctuation analysis (see sec- back to this point in the next section.
tion VII A) one has to collect a data sample which cor- According to the discussion of section VIII A, an equi-
responds to a (collection of) microcanonical ensembles. librium is a minimum information data sample, i.e. a
The midcrocanonical ensemble is relevant for the analysis sample which is completely characterized by the collec-
of experimental data because of the absence of a heat tive state variables. This means that the fragmentation
bath and since using calorimetry techniques the excita- pattern should be determined by the size, charge, en-
tion energy can be measured on an event-by-event basis; ergy and average freeze out volume solely, independent
for any arbitrary shape of the excitation energy distri- of the way the source has been formed, i.e. of the en-
bution the events can thus be sorted in constant energy trance channel of the reaction. A number of different
bins, iLe. in microcanonical ensembles.

N ^1 0~~~~~
N Z AlO v

zi ~~~~~~~~~~~1 V~~~~ 2

11 10- 0

10 J 10 1....
-14 d . -5-2.5 0 2.5 5 -5-2.5 0 2.5 5

100 10 20 30 40 50 010 20 30 40 50(:k<Z)aoV,<>l

N 10

FIG. 38:~ ~ ~ ~10 -5-2.5 0 2.5 5 -5-2.5 0 2.5 5

0 10 20 0 40 50 0 10 20 0 40 50FIG. 39: Symbols: size distributions of the biggest detected
FI.3:Symbols: size distributions of all detected fragments fragment in every event, for central collisions (Au+C at 25

but the biggest, for central collisions (Au+C at 25 A.MeV, A.MeV, Au+Cu at 25 and 35 A.MeV, Au±Au at 35 A.MeV).
Au+Cu at 25 and 35 A.MeV, Au+Au at 35 A.MeV). Lines: Lines: QP from Au+Au peripheral collisions at 35 A.M in
QP from Au+Au peripheral collisions at 35 AMeV in the the same calorimetric energy bins as the central collisions.
same calorimetric energy bins as the central collisions.

impact parameters, leading to a widely spread excitation
Single source complete events have been selected with function, is available for the quasi-projectile data, that

a constant value for the collected charge in each energy can therefore be compared to central events in different
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excitation energy bins. The comparison is presented in where the brackets < .> indicate the average on the
fig.39 for the biggest fragment produced in every event events with the same E'. The mass excess mi are de-
and in fig.38 for the other fragments. Fission has been duced from the measured charges Zi by assuming that
recognized and reconstructed through a velocity correla- all measured fragments share the same N/Z ratio of the
tion technique[61, 64]. The remarkable scaling between source. Then the only unknown parameters are the freeze
central and peripheral collisions means that these data out volume VFO and the level density parameter a1 . The
samples can be analyzed, at least in a good first order ap- resulting heat capacity is displayed in figure 40. A clear
proximation, within the statistical microcanonical meth- negative heat capacity region is present for all volumes
ods [56]. smaller than about 11 times the normal source volume

and all values of a compatible with the experimental sys-
tematics [65]. If this result indicates a great robustness

B. Rough data of the negative heat capacity measurement, it also im-
portant to stress that no quantitative thermodynamics
can be extracted from figure 40. Indeed the inefficiencies
of the experimental apparatus can distort in an impor-
tant way the measured signal. These distortions will be
analyzed in section IX D and (approximately) corrected

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~in section IX E. Moreover the two key parameters VFO
and a are still model dependent and side feeding correc-

_______________________tions should be taken into account. These points will be

U U_ ~~~~~~~~~~discussed in the next section.

0
-50 ~~~~~~~~~~~~C. A general protocol for fluctuation

measurements

2f50 70-
2.5 57.5 2.5 57.5 2.5 57.5 08-6 

e' (A. MeV) 0650 *A~
& ~~~~~~~40 A

~0.4 30 A

FIG. 40: Experimental heat capacity per nucleon without . 20 v
correction for the side feeding. Fission events are excluded. 10 .2
From top to bottom: freeze out volume varying from 3 0Wo25 . 10 25 5 75
to 61o. Upper row, from left to right: bin energy width of E/A,, (AAMeV) E/A. (A.MeV)
0.3, 0.6, 0.9 1.5 A.MeV. Lower panel, second picture: flat
excitation energy distribution; third picture: a = 8. For the
other pictures the level density parameter is a function of the
fragment mass varying from 8 to 12 according to ref.[48]. FIG. 41: Left part: percentage of evaporated light charged

particles as a function of the excitation energy; symbols: ex-
capaity rom ultirag- perimnental data from ref.[66]; line: exponential extrapola-

In order to extract the heat caaiyfo utfa- tion. Rlight part: average fragment kinetic energy for QP
mentation data, the interaction energy can be evaluated data. Symbols: rough experimental data; lines: many body
as in eq.(64) Coulomb trajectory for a volume of 2.5 V (full line), 3V0

(dashed), 4Vo (dotted), 5V0 (dash-dotted), 6%' (long dashed).
m

E1 m + ~ Z1 i= ,.., ) 70 In the general program of extracting nuclear thermo-

k~~~~~~l ~~~~dynamics from the fragmentation sample on an event by
while an estimator of the microcanonical temperature T event basis, we are systematically confronted with the
can be obtained by inverting the kinetic equation of state problem of missing information. This concerns detec-
as given by eq.(54) tion limitations (neither neutrons nor fragment masses

are measured, the response of the experimental fiter de-
(Ek) =E* - <E,> (71) forms the events) as well as the uncertainties of the freeze

Am out reconstruction (the side feeding corrections and the
A-' _ Ta 2 (T) 3 2 - 1))T (72) freeze out volume are not directly measured) and the un-a/ T known physical parameters (the kinetic equation of state
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eq.(72) is only an ansatz, and in particular the level den- side feeding are minimized. In the same conservative
sity parameter is poorly known at high excitation en- spirit, the extra source of physical (but uncontrolled!)
ergy). Since we are interested in first as well as second fluctuations given by the number of neutrons at freeze
order moments, the missing information has to be im- out, has been systematically put equal to zero and no
plemented event by event. In principle one would like fluctuation has been admitted for the N/Z ratio of the
to restore the missing information in such a way that primary fragments.
mean values as well as variances agree with values for the The same velocity correlations between fragments and
same observables which have been independently mea- particles [66] allow to measure also the average excitation
sured. This is however in general a very tough task. As energy of the primary fragments. This experimental in-
an example one may be able to measure an average value formation fixes the excitation energy dependence of the
for the size of the fragmenting source through correlation level density parameter as shown in figure 42. Since an
techniques but these methods always use a whole sam- important amount of excitation energy is used to break
pie of statistical data and do not give an event by event up the excited source (i.e. is found in the measured Q-
response. The general protocol that we have adopted is value), the average excitation energy per nucleon of the
therefore to fix the average values of the unknown quanti- primary fragments does not overcome one half of the total
ties from independent measurements; then the event by deposited energy. As a consequence of that, no tempera-
event value of the same observables can be fixed such ture effect is visible in the level density parameter even if
as to systematically minimize the partial energy fuctua- the estimated temperature is much lower than a simple
tions. If the negative heat capacity signal survives, then Fermi gas estimate, i.e. the limiting source temperature
this can not be ascribed to spurious fluctuation due to has been attained.
unmeasured quantities. It is important to stress that The last parameter entering eqs.(64),(72),(55) is the
this conservative attitude guarantees the physical mean- freeze out volume which determines the value of the
ing of abnormal partial energy fluctuations but prevents Coulomb potential energy. Its average value can be de-
a quantitative analysis of the phase transition, in partic- termined from the detected average fragment kinetic en-
ular a precise evaluation of the latent heat. ergy through a many body Coulomb trajectory calcu-

lation [47, 67]. Since the Coulomb energy is positively
correlated with the fragment multiplicity, the value ob-
tained for the freeze out volume in each excitation energy

8 6 - bin depends on the side feeding correction. This means
Ž~~~ 7 ~~5 that VFo, a and the percentage of evaporated particles

6 - > ~~~~~~~~~~have to be fixed consistently with an iterative proce-
3 *. ~~~~dure. When this is done, we find (figure 41) that quasi-

.' < ~projectile events are compatible with a value of the freeze
22 out volume close to three times the normal volume and

1 I I ~~~~~~~~~~approxiately independent of the excitation energy. The
0 2.5 5 7.5 o 2.5 5 7.5 deviation at energies lower than 2.5 A.MeV is not neces-

E'/A. (A. MeV) E/A0 (A.MeV) sarily significative, since more correlation data are needed
to constrain the side feeding correction in this excitation
energy regime (see left side of figure 41).

FIG. 42: Left: temperature measured with an isotopic ther- Of course the experimental results presented in figures
mometer [69] (open symbols) and from eq.72 for the Q 41, 42 are subject to uncertainties. However their degree
(lines). Right: primary fragment internal excitation energy of reliability can be established via cross checks. As an
measured from velocity correlations [66] (full symbols) and example the symbols in the left panel of figure 42 show
from eq.72 for the QP (lines). Dashed lines: a = 8. Full lines: the isotopic temperature [68] from the C thermometer
a = f (A) from ref[48]. measured for the quasi projectile data [69]. For this spe-

cific thermometer side feeding effects have been estimated
The first quantity to be discussed is side feeding. If it to induce an uncertainty of about 0.5 MeV at most [69].

is impossible to trace back the evaporative chain on an The comparison with the kinetic thermometer gives an
event by event basis. on the other hand velocity correla- error bar on the estimation of the temperature.
tions between fragments and light charged particles [66] This procedure has been applied to peripheral Au + Au
allow to estimate the average percentage of secondary collisions as well as to central Au + C, Au + Cu and
light charged particles as a function of the excitation Au + Au events. The result is displayed in figure 43
energy. This measurement, reported in figure 41, fixes [70]. The compatibility of the two sets of data and the
completely the average multiplicity M at freeze out as clear presence of divergences and a negative branch for
well as the average charges of the primary fragments in C is indisputable. In the case of the central Au + Au
each excitation energy bin. The very same percentage is sample, a collective radial flow component of 1 A.MeV
associated to each event of the bin, such that the mean has been subtracted to the total energy balance based
value are preserved while the fluctuations coming from on a comparison with the statistical model SMM [71].
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FIG. 43: Comparison between the experimental thermody- FIG. 44: Normalized partial energy fluctuation (full lines)
namic variables after side-feeding correction for peripheral compared to the kinetic heat capacity (dashed lines) and ex-
Au + Au (lines and grey contours) and central Au + C (black citation energy distribution (histograms) with the assumption
dots), Au + Cu (squares and triangles), Au + Au with (black of a minimal (upper part) and maximal (lower part) contri-
stars) and without (open stars) subtraction of 1 A.MeV ra- bution of the radial flow fom central Xe+Sn events at 32
dial flow. Upper left: temperature from eq(72) (line and black AMeV from the INDRA collaboration.
symbols) and from the C isotopic thermometer [69] (open
symbols). Upper right: normalized partial energy fluctua-
tions and kinetic heat capacity. Lower left: total heat ca- D. Experimental distortions
pacity from eq.(55). Lower right: internal fragment excita-
tion energy fom eq.(72)(line and black symbols) and from
particles-fragments correlation functions [66]. The grey con- In the experimental evaluation of the kinetic energy at
tours represent the confidence intervals due to the propaga- freeze out eq.(71) the total excitation energy is the result
tion of statistical uncertainties, of an event by event calorimetric measurement via

* rn(') + e~)+ N, (m,+ < ek MO)

The fragment kinetic energies would also be compatible
with zero radial flow and an increased Coulomb repulsion weeN n r h hre atce n eto
from a more compact freeze out configuration; as it can whereplicitand NTa he c haergc earices a eton
be seen from figure 43 this Coulomb versus flow ambi- b u mblicietaities. The caoieti eurmnt isuafected
guity already mentioned in section IX A does not change by ah um ero nergnies. Te neurn ane s

drastically the result. ~~~topic resolution is achieved only for light fragments; the
The same analysis has been performed on central experimental filter may deform the energy response, even

Xe + Sn collisions measured from 32 to 50 A.MeV with if this effect is minimized by the analysis of only complete
the Indra multidetector [47, 62]. Similar to the Au + Au or quasi complete events. Moreover for the analysis of
sample, a radial flow component has been identified in the QP data only the light particles emitted in one half
these data sets [62]. In the case of the 32 A.MeV sample, of the total solid angle are kept and their contribution
based on the analysis of the average fragment kinetic en- symmetrized to the other half.
ergies, the average flow can range from 0.4 to 1.2 A.MeV To complete this missing information a mass has been
depending on the freeze out volume [62]. The results assumed for all the detected fragments following the
are reported in figure 44. Independent of the volume EPAX parametrization; the number of neutrons is then
assumed, a clear negative heat capacity signal is seen deduced from mass conservation by assuming that the
in an excitation energy range which is strnl statistically fragmenting source has the same isospin ratio as the com-
significant; however the Coulomb versus flow ambiguity posite system (for central events) or as the projectile (for
prevents a precise determination of the second divergence quasi-projectile events). The average energy of neutrons
of the heat capacity. The comparison between fg.43 and has been obtained from the total detected kinetic energy
fig.44 shows that the different data sets are fully compat- of the excitation energy bin by means of an effective tem-
ible and that the results do not depend on the detector. perature 72].
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therefore suppress the variances of V, and Q as well as
their (positive) covariance. This is why even if we impose
a large average value of the multiplicity[47] (within the
constraint of an approximate reproduction of < Ek >),
the increase of uk is negligible.

8 On the other hand it is well known that the incomn-
plete detection leads to an artificial spread of the excita-

i'6 tion energy distribution, a delta function in energy being
replaced by a gaussian with a width of the order of 1

4 A.MeV or even more [47, 73]. However, data being an-
alyzed in constant excitation energy bins, the variance

2 ~~~~~~~~~~~of the excitation energy reconstruction does not sum up
2 I I I ~~~~~~~~with the configurational energy variance. The spurious
3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~width induced by calorimetry is determined solely by the

b ~~~~~~~~~~~~energy bin independent of the width of the calorimetric
2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~excitation energy distribution, and this effect has been

found to be negligible [47]. However the calorimetric dis-
1 tortion can be at the origin of another spurious effect: a

large spread of the measured excitation energy, once it
0 2is used as a sorting parameter, can lead to event mixing

0 2 ~4 6 8 10 which can in turn artificially enhance the configurational
E7lAo (A MeV) energy fluctuations. Figure 45 shows that the event mix-

ing due to the imperfect calorimetry does not affect the
calculation of average values as the temperature while

FIG.45:Effct f te clormety o th tepertur (uper indeed the variance is somewhat increased and its func-
part) and kinetic energy variance (lower part) measurement. tinlbhvorsgtydermd
Thick solid lines: reference values of the model. Thin solid Different important conclusions can be drawn out of
line: interaction energy reconstructed as in the data, excita- fig.45:
tion energy from the model. Dashed-dotted line: simulation
treated as data, including the MULTICS-Minibal filter. *in the context of the SMM model, our conservative

attitude in the reconstruction of the freeze out leads
The ffec of ll tese pproimatons an b appeci-to a reduction in the fluctuations of about a factor

te effect of 8 athse approximenato can0be aeci-t two, even in the case in which the calorimetric dis-
ar eated m [48 aotos and geneatdr.b0000 evnt tortions are taken into account. This means that

excitation energies in the range 1-10 A.MeV for an Autincanerbedeo the experimental obevto fanra limtua-
source. Figure 45 shows the effect of calorimetry on the tions, ifn theverae vues of VFOe axp rena fixedro
two ingredients necessary to calculate the heat capacity. thes exietaleag dauteselfves.aefiefo
The thick solid ines give the original values of the model.thexrinaldatemlvs
The thin solid line represents the case where both T and
ak are calculated from the event by event reconstructed *This same fluctuation reduction implies that a
Ek, but the excitation energy is the input E' of the simu- quantitative reconstruction of the heat capacity is
lation. The good reproduction of the theoretical temper- not possible with the present analysis, and in par-
ature is not surprising, since all the unknown parameters ticular the latent heat is systematically underesti-
have been fixed to reproduce the average quantities. The mated. It is important to stress that this conclu-
dramatic decrease of the fluctuations is essentially due sion, as well as the previous one, is based on the
to the fact[47] that the multiplicity fluctuations at freeze original values of the SMM fluctuations at freeze
out are washed out by the secondary decays. This fiuctu- out, that is they are model dependent.
ation suppression is not cured by the side feeding correc-
tion because this latter has been implemented in such a
way that no extra fluctuations have been introduced (see *The effect of calorimetry can be summarized as
section IX C). Indeed whatever deterministic algorithm an overall 20% increase of the fluctuations. This
we can choose to reconstruct the primary multiplicity, it model independent result implies that if the exper-
will not modify the asymptotic measured fluctuations if imental fluctuations are only 20% higher than the
it is implemented on an event by event basis. This drastic kinetic heat capacity, no definitive conclusion can
reduction is due to the fact that multiplicity is positively be drawn about the existence of a negative branch
correlated both to the Coulomb potential V, and to the for the heat capacity. This is not the case for the
Q-value; a reduction in the multiplicity fluctuation will experimental data presented in figure 43.
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FIG. 46: Partial energy fluctuations as a function of the freeze 0.15
out reconstruction iterations in different excitation energy
bins for the Au QP data. The zero of the abscissa corre- 0.1
sponds to the first iteration, -1 is the extrapolation to the
freeze out. Dashed line: polynomial fit. 0.05

E. Correcting the systematic errors Eo/Ao(A MeV)

We have shown in the previous section that the way of FIG. 47: Partial energy fluctuations before (red line) and
dealing with the missing experimental information leads after (black lines) the fluctuation correction for the Au QP
to a systematic underestimation of the partial energy data. Fl black line: polynomial interpolation of the iterative
fluctuations. In the case of the SMM model the fluc- fluctuation distortion figure 46. Dashed black line: linear fit
tuation suppression can attain a factor two (see flg.45). between the two first iterations.
This is essentially due to the fact that secondary decays
lead to an overall uniformization of the fragment parti-
tions and the freeze out fluctuations are not restored by the evaporation code SIMON based on standard Weis-
the freeze out reconstruction since side feeding is treated skopf decay rates leading to a new asymptotic partition
only in average. The constant value assumed for the which is again treated as experimental data, and the pro-
N/Z ratio of primary fragments and for the number Of cedure can be iterated further. The charge distribution
(undetected) neutrons, the constant multiplicity increase after SIMON is fully compatible with the measured dis-
attributed to the secondary decays, are all factors that tributions; moreover the mean value of the kinetic energy
contribute to decrease the variety of the physical freeze at freeze out does not change from an iteration to the
out configurations. The fluctuations are compared to the other[70]. This shows that the freeze out reconstruction
canonical expectation ChIT2 which is solely determined and the experimental fiter do not deform the average
by the average value of the kinetic energy, and there- response. On the other hand the partial energy fluc-
fore does not suffer of the same problem. The net result tuations are modified and saturate when the freeze out
is that a quantitative estimation of the heat capacity is reconstruction procedure converges as it can be seen in
not possible. This is especially annoying in data sam- figure 46. In the first and last excitation energy bin the
pies that, because of the specific entrance channel dy- freeze out reconstruction overestimates the fluctuations
namics and/or the bias of the data selection, contain an of the previous iteration: in this small fluctuation regime
important contribution of the so called neck emission, i.e. secondary decays lead to the exploration of new config-
a directed longitudinal flow reminiscent of the entrance urations, i.e. increase the partial energy variance. In
channel[74]. We expect that this out of equilibrium com- the last bin no monotonous behaviour is observed: the
ponent would decreases the partial energy variance (see statistics is too low here to make any positive conclu-
section VIII C) and indeed no abnormal fluctuations are sion on the value of the heat capacity. In the excitation
observed in these sets of data[751. energy interval 2 < E < 6 A.Me the freeze out recon-

The deformation of the fluctuation signal can be esti- struction systematically underestimates the fluctuations,
mated in a model independent way by successively ap- similar to the case of the SMM model in the last sec-
plying the freeze out reconstruction and experimental tion. The actual value of the fluctuations at freeze out
ifiter to the data[701. A freeze out configuration is re- can be obtained by extrapolating back to iteration zero
constructed from the measured partitions as in section the fluctuation distortion (dashed line in figure 46).
IX C above; this configuration is then made decay with The final result for the partial energy fluctuations in
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the Au QP sample is given by the full black line of fig.47. of charged systems is proportional to the Coulomb en-
A linear fit of the two first iterations displayed in figure 46 ergy E, = QCVC. The distribution of events in the two-
is also shown. The evaluation of the confidence interval dimensional observables space is
on this result is in progress [70]. However it is clear that, 1
independent of the extrapolation technique, the fuctua- - W(V.,Vc -6..0V (73)
tion peak overcomes the reference value that we have es- zo

timated in section IX C as u7 2(E* = 4.5) = 0. 13 ± 0.03 where Vn- = En/an is the nuclear part of the total poten-
(see eq.(56)) . This confirms the observation of negative tial energy of the system divided by the corresponding
heat capacity in nuclear multifragmentation[47] and we Coupling, On ft. are Lagrange multipliers and Z,_ is
can consider this result as the first quantitative measure- the partition stun of this multi-canonical ensemble corre-
ment of the thermodynamics of a hot gold nucleus. sponding to the independent observation of the two corn-

It is interesting to remark that the procedure sketched ponents V, V, of the energy. In the cases /3, =c 3 /r
in this section, applied to filtered SMM simulations al- and fl = 0, eq.(73) reduces to the usual canonical en-
lows to reconstruct the original freeze out fluctuations semble when the Coulomb interaction is or is not taken
within a few percent [70]. into account. All intermediate values 0 < & <a~3/r

correspond to physical systems in which the charge is
partially screened (0 < aff ano3~/j5. < a and give

X. COULOMB EFFECTS rise to interpolating ensembles between the charged and
the uncharged case, in the same way as the gaussian en-

The analogy between a Van der Waals, gas and nu- semble (12] gives a continuous interpolation between the
clei is broken by the presence in these latter of the long nucrocanonical and the canonical ensemble. In the case
range Coulomb interaction; the non-saturating character of nuclear physics at equilibrium the only physical en-

of te foce pevens th deinition of a thermodynamic semble is of course the c 1 ~oe oee ti
limit and gives rise to a size dependent limiting tern- important to remark that all the other ensembles can be
perature [76] above which nuclei cannot exist as bound experimentally accessed if the different parts of the en-
systems. The effect of the Coulomb interaction on the ergy are not equilibrated. This conjecture may not be
phase transition has been the subject of numerous in irrealistic for the specific energy sharing Et±0 t En + E,
vestigations [77] and, based on an analysis of the latent since the non-Coulomb part of the energy comes from
heat, it has been argued that above a critical size the a short range interaction; indeed it is well known that
phase transition may disappear. In this chapter we show the relaxation time depends critically on the range of the
that the phase transition can be traced from a concavity force 78].
anomaly of the very same well defined thermostatistical Eq.(73) clearly demonstrates that the convexity
potential, independent of the fact that the Coulomb anomalies of the entropy log W can be traced back from
teraction is active or not. The effect of Coulomb can be lg~, ned h uvtr arxo h nrp
understood as a deformation of the probability distribu- and of the probability distribution are the same
tion of events in the space of observables corresponding 82 log W (V,, Vn) a,8 log P,~6 (Va 1 V.)

to a rotation of the order parameter. When the system is CWk (l/, V.) aVkOVk' aVkOVk.
small and Coulomb represents a minor correction in the
global energetics, the equations of state of the uncharged These relations are valid for every set of Lagrange multi-
system can be (at least in principle) exactly reconstructed pliers Pn & because in a finite system the probability dis-
from the distribution of charged events, while if the sys- tribution covers the entire accessible observables space.
tem is heavily charged the distortion is such that new This means that the charged and uncharged system can
partitions inaccessible to the uncharged system become be analyzed in a unique framework and the equations
dominant and the disappearance of the latent heat [771 of state of the one can be exactly calculated from the
can be interpreted as a cross-over, event distribution measured in the other. The only limi-

tation can be a practical one for experiments or simula-
tions: to accumulate enough statistics at every location.

A. The multi-canonical ensemble The phase transition is defined by the convexity proper-
ties of the thermodynamic potential log W (see chapter

To xplre he ffet o th Colom ineratio we IV) which is the same for the charged and uncharged
Ton exporue the effetioa ofberCoulm ineato e case: the existence and order of the phase transition

can introuce an aditional oservablecannot therefore be modified by the consideration of the

zi zi Coulomb interaction. However the population p,.o ex-
Ifi ~~~~~~plicitly depends on fl, i.e. on the presence (or absence)

i~~~i - ~~~~of Coulomb. t is therefore possible that the region of
anomalous curvature is explored in a different way by the

which similarly to < R 3 > (see section VIII B) is a mea- charged system if the Coulomb energy is in equilibrium
sure of the compactness of the system and in the case with the nuclear part.
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B. The statistical multifragmentation model 2

In order to illustrate these general ideas and make 2~
some connections to the nuclear multifragmentation ex-
periments, we have made some calculations in the multi- 1.5?
canonical ensemble with a statistical multifragmentation
model [79]. The model describes a multifragmentation .,6 

event as an ensemble of spherical, non overlapping frag-
ments with ground state energies parametrized from a >
liquid drop model, a Fermi gas distribution for the in- .
ternal energies with a high energy cut-off, interacting > 
through their mutual Coulomb repulsion. The trans- 
lational degrees of freedom are treated classically and
the model is completed with a secondary evaporation ois
step [79] to evacuate the residual excitation energy of the
fragments. Each event is characterized by its total mass
and charge number (i.e. the size of the disassembling nu-
clear source), its total energy that can be decomposed in 10 4 6 8 10 1 14

a Coulomb E, part that includes also Coulomb effects on (MVX u)
the binding energy, and a non Coulomb one that corre- FIG. 48: Subcritical event distribution in the Coulomb energy
sponds to the nuclear interaction inside fragments plus vesstalnrgpaefoasyemfttlmssubr

the ranlatona enrgy Eah eentcanals beassci- A = 50 and atomic number Z 23 in the isobaric multi-
ated to a spatial extension, given by the freeze-out vol- canonical multifragmentation model. Contour plot: a/i
ume that contains all the fragments. This volume being 3.7MeV, /%, = 0;, contour lines: a3,=anfi 3.1MeV.
a fluctuating quantity in any system without boundary
conditions (see section VIII B) ,it is treated as an extra
observable associated to an additional Lagrange multi-
plier A. The integration of the total number of states figurations or liquid" phase) and an accumulation at
of the system over fragment momenta can be analyti- high energy and low Coulomb (rarefied configurations
cally performed leading to a specific statistical weight or gas' phase). The projection over the energy axis
for each partition in a smaller configuration space from is bimodal; the distance between the two peaks measures
which the momentum observables have been projected the latent heat of the transition while the region of in-
out [79]. Using these weights, a Metropolis-type simula- verted curvature is related to a negative heat capacity
tion is employed mn order to generate a microcanomcal in the microcanonical ensemble. The representation in
ensemble of events that finally gives the multi-canonical the (Ed,t 0 ) plane reveals however a much more de-
statistical ensemble according to eq. (73). The resulting tailed structure than the more standard projection over
distribution of events can then be plotted in the (V, V,) the energy axis. Indeed the liquid peak is constituted by
plane or equivalently in the ( 0 ,EJ) plane. In an ac- a series of structures or channel openings associated to
tual heavy ion experiment the dynamics of the collision siniilar excitation energies but corresponding to different
and the selection criteria usually lead to a sample with a charge partitions. In the condensed matter community it
relatively well defined excitation energy; such an approx- is customary to define isomeric transitions as phase tran-
imately icrocanonical sample corresponds to a simple sitions [17]. In this spirit the peaks observed in Figure
cut of the bidinmensional distributions. 48, that are clearly resolved in the projection over the E,

axis, can in principle all be defined as "phase transitions"
in the loose sense that they lead to a convex intruder of

C. Coulomb interaction and the topology of events the associated entropy. However it is important to re-
mark that the configurations that belong to the different

Figure 48 shows the distribution of events for a system peaks of the E, distribution differ in average for one or a
of 50 particles at a subcritical pressure A 3. 10-4 fm 3 few particles, i.e. do not correspond to a collective change
in the Coulomb energy E, and total energy Et0 t (cal- of state at variance with the "liquid" and "gas" peak ap-
culated respect to the ground state of the disassembling pearing in the energy distribution that correspond to a
source) plane. The charged" case 6i, = afi,/a,, (i.e. complete rearrangement of the charge partition of the
when the Coulomb energy is observed at equilibrium with system and would survive in the bulk limit (see section
the nuclear energy) and the uncharged" one j9, = 0 are IV E). A similar situation has been experimentally found
displayed. Let us look at the uncharged case first. The in ref. [80] where a thermodynamic study of nuclei in the
topology of events is characteristic of a first order phase rare earth region has revealed at very low excitation ener-
transition, with an accumulation of events at low exci- gies a series of backbendings in the entropy interpreted as
tation energy and high Coulomb energy (compact con- channel openings and attributed to the breaking of single
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pairs of nucleons. Only the ensemble of these structures different energy states. Indeed if we consider a charged
leads to a global change of slope in the equation of state system at the temperature fl-1 described by the distri-
which is then interpreted as a signature of the transition bution p,1 , the distribution p' 2 at the temperature /3l 1
from superfluid to normal fluid [80]. In the same way in the case where the Coulomb interaction is disregarded
we prefer to consider the structures of Figure 48 as the is given within a normalization by
ensemble of the single particle state modifications that (0 0)V 0 .
constitute the microscopic origin of the global collective p%2 (V.~, a) 0C p~, (V., VC) e-
phase change that can be considered as a veritable phase O oreti eosrcini osbeol o h n
transition. O oreti eosrcini osbeol o h n

_______________ ~~~ergy states where the population sample is statistically

005(50. 23) 0.1 O P'-3 1 C fm significant; if the probability distributions are concen-
0.01- .- ~~~~~ 0.075* ~~trated in very different locations in the observables space
0.01 0.075 ~~~~~~~~the size of the sample needed will become increasingly

n -. 0.05- ~~~~~~~~~(and soon prohibitively) high.

0~~~~2 ~~~0.025-

5 10 15 Mb.5 1 1.5 2-

E (Mev/u) V. (MeV/u) \

FIG. 49: Projections of figure 48 above over the Coulomb en-
ergy and total energy axes. Dashed (full) lines: the Coulomb
interaction is (is not) observed at equilibrium with the nuclear > -
energy.

The event distribution of the charged system in Figure 
48 shows globally the same structure as in the uncharged2
case, with two important differences. First, to have the
same height in the two relative maxima the temperature
has been lowered. The decrease of the transition temper-
ature is due to the repulsive character of the Coulomb in-
teraction 811. Second, even if the phase transition is still
clearly visible in the bidimensional representation, this is
not true any more for the projection over the energy ais.
Indeed the event distribution is tilted in the charged case FIG. 50: Event distribution in the Coulomb energy versus
and the best order parameter (i.e. the direction that sep- total energy plane with liP 1.26 10'fm` for a system
arates at best the two phases) is almost perpendicular of total mass number A = 200 and atomic number Z = 82 in
to the energy direction. The usual interpretation of Fig- the isobaric multi-canonical multifragmentation model. Con-
ure 49 would be [81] the expected lowering of the critical tour plot: ci,/,8%, 5.6MeV, &0 = 0; coloured contour lines:
point due to the Coulomb interaction. The complete two cz.10. = ci1/p. at temperatures varying from 3 to 4.8 MeV;
dimensional information of Figure la demonstrates that black contours: partially screened Coulomb.
this same fact can also be viewed as a modification of
the probability distribution in the observables space that
does not affect the convexity properties of the associated The situation gets slightly more complicated if we con-
entropy, these latter being independent of A,f,, fi, i.e. sider heavily charged systems, for which the Coulomb
of the pressure, temperature and state of charge of the distortions get more appreciable. Figure 50 shows the
system. From the viewpoint of the (multi)canonical en- event distribution as in Figure 48 above, but for a much
semble, the presence of the Coulomb interaction implies heavier system composed of A = 200 particles. When
a modification of the transition temperature and pressure the Coulomb interaction is neglected the situation gets
and a rotation of the optimal order parameter; from the closer to the expected behaviour in the bulk: the chan-
viewpoint of the microcanonical ensemble in the (Es, EJ) nel openings are not recognizeable any more and only
plane it is just a re-weighting in the occupation proba- the collective liquid-like to gas-like state change survives,
bilities of the very sme entropy surface. This in partic- with a minimum between the two phases getting deeper.
ular implies that the whole thermodynamics of the un- If Coulomb is switched on, the event topology drasti-
charged system can be (at least in principle) completely cally changes. A much smaller portion of phase space
reconstructed from the only knowledge of the distribu- is populated by any calculation at a single temperature,
tion probability of the charged system at an arbitrary and this stays true if the pressure is changed. The event
temperature and pressure, by simple re-weighting of the distribution describes a curved trajectory that for each
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FIG. 51:. Size of the biggest fragment normalized to the size of
the system versus total energy in the canonical isobar Jattice
gas model at the transition temperature for a system of 216
particles.

FIG. 52: Charge of the biggest fragment as a function of
the charge asymmetry var... = (Zmax - Z~n,_I)f(zm.a. +

type of configuration (i.e. each E,) minimizes the total Zma.-i) for Au quasi-projectiles produced in Au+Au colli-
energy thus avoiding the concavity anomaly region, i.e. sions at 100 A.MeV, in bins of light charged particles trans-
turns around the first order phase transition without div- verse energy emitted from the quasi target. [83]
ing into the coexistence region. The external edge of the
anomalous curvature region is only touched by the cal-
culations at the lowest temperature, pointing to an order This means that, leaving aside for the moment the pos-
parameter almost perfectly perpendicular to the energy sible Coulomb distortions (see last chapter), it should be
direction. These two residual bimodalities correspond to possible to observe a bimodal A,,,, distribution in multi-
the opening of asymmetric fission (distribution centered fragmentation experiments if we deal with a samnple close
on V,~- 3) and rnultifragmentation (distribution cen- to the transition temperature.
tered on r- 2.5. Figure 50 indicates that the phase Quasi projectile events have been selected from Au +
transition in heavily charged systems has to be looked Au collisions, studied at GSI by the INDRA and the
for in directions other than the total energy deposited in Aladin collaborations, with a beam energy from 60 to
the system and rather connected to the different charge i1oo A.MeV. The bimiodality is suppressed if the order
partitions. Indeed we will discuss in the next chapter parameter is constrained by a conservation law, meaning
that a bimodality has been observed in multifragmenta- that one has to constrain the total energy of the sample as
tion experiments [38] in the observables plane (Z1 , Z2 ), little as possible. For this reason data are sorted in bins
where Z1 (Z2 ) is the biggest (second biggest) fragment of transverse energy of light charged particles emitted
measured in every event. by the quasi-target. The quasi target had been much

bigger than the quasi projectile, this sorting would be
equivalent to a canonical one. In our case we are rather

XI. OTHER SIGNALS OF PHASE dealing with a gaussian ensemble[12], but this sorting
TRANSITIONS has still the advantage to allow large energy fluctuations

and ensure a decorrelation between the quasi projectile
A. Distribution of the order parameter observables and the sorting criterium, thus miinimizing

the experimental drawbacks.
We have already discussed in section VI E that the An example of the event distribution is represented

biggest fragment detected in each event, because of its in figure 52 in the plane Zaz, versus varsm, where
correlation with the particle density which is the natu- var. = (Zmaz - Zmaz-i)I(Zmaz + Zmaz-i) measures
ral order parameter of the liquid gas phase transition, the charge asymmetry between the two heaviest frag-
is a good candidate as a potential order parameter (see ments. In the case of fission events (which can be easily
also [82]). If the volume of the system is not constrained identified because of their specific kinematics) Za,, is
with sharp boundary conditions, the bimodality in A..,, defined as in chapter IX as the sum of the two fission
observed in figure 25 is not suppressed by the require- fragments charges. Fission is reconstructed in order to
ment of total mass conservation, as shown in figure 51. consider on the same footings the two mechanisms refer-
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ovrotcanonical expcpaiy Frtetin avnds the pectaktvalu ontept cing roperolation theryri[85]. Moegre

value is independent of the entrance channel within error a comparable quality of scaling and a consistent set of
bars 83], which is again a strong indication of equilib- critical exponents has also been extracted from the same
rium. Figure 54 shows the same analysis when the calori- MULTICS-Miniball data [47] for which the heat capac-
metric sorting is done separately in the different central- ity measurement (see chapter IX) points to a first order
ity bins. The agreement between the different transverse phase transition.
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where q is a normalization constant, Ap represents the
difference in chemical potential between the two phases,

"1 1 -4 -....... and co is the surface energy coefficient. This quality of~~~z, .2 ~~~~~~~~~scaling is obtained in spite of the fact that the Lattice
Z 1 ~~~~~~~~~~~~model equation of state is not reproduced by the Fisher0L i _ ~ ~~~~~~~~~model: indeed the coexistence curve reconstructed from

0.4 the fragment partitions in the framework of the Fisher
0.2 model (lower part of figure 56) [91] depends on the den-

-_20 0.. 2i0 40-2 0 20 40 sity at which the analysis is performed and never coin-
(T-TJA cides with the thermodynamic coexistence curve of the

<1.4 ~~~~~ .. 1..1model.
.2 Cj )The evolution of the scaling function and the criti-
1 ~$cal quantities with the size of the system is shown in

VO0.8 figure 55 and 57. At variance with critical behaviours
. [d at supercritical density 87), the scalings observed inside

0. ~~~~~~~~~~~the coexistence zone do not survive at the thermody-
-00 20 40-20 0 20 40 namic limit and are only artifacts of the finite size con-

straints [8, 11, 88, 89]. Indeed we have discussed in chap-
(T-T.)A ters VI1,1X that the configurational energy fluctuations

are maximum in the midddle of the coexistence region:
such fluctuations correlate points at a distance compara-

FIG. 55: Scaling function at p = poi/ 4 (left) and p p,, ble to the linear size of the system and can therefore have
po/ 2 (right) for clusters of size ranging from 4<A<30 and an effect similar to a diverging correlation length in an
temperature 2<T<20 obtained from eq.(74) [81. The upper infinite system. Since these fluctuations are connected to
(lower) part corresponds to a lattice size L = 8 (L 50). The the latent heat of the transition which is a finite quan-
coupling is fixed to 5.5 MeV. tity, when the system size increases the apparent scale

invariance is broken, scaling is violated and the expo-
However critical exponents and scale invariance are nents deviate from their universality class.

compatible with many different physical phenomena and A comparable quality scaling with the two ansatz
not necessarily linked to a thermodynamic second order eqs.(74),(75) is also observed in the MULTICS-Miniball
phase transition [87]. In particular the observed signals data[611. The invariance of the quality of the scaling
of critical behaviours can be compatible with a first or- with respect to the assumed shape of the scaling func-
der phase transition since in different statistical models tion means that scaling per se" does not demonstrate
size distributions that mimic a scale invariant behaviour the existence of a phase transition, and even less defines
are observed inside the coexistence zone of very small its order or allows to situate the system on the phase di-
systems [11, 51, 88-91]. agram; as a consequence it is not possible to extract the

The scale invariance of the dluster size distribution is phase diagram from the parameters of the fit in a model
demonstrated in figs.55,56 for the canonical isochore Lat- independent way.
tice gas model. In figure 55 [8], the scaling ansatz obeyed On the other hand, the fact that all the analyzed re-
by three dimensional percolation data close to the critical actions behave as a universal multifragmentation process
point independent of the entrance channel and directly corre-

lated with the available energy and mass only, is a strong
n(A, c) =A~f (A') (74) indication of a microcanonical equilibrium (see section

DC A).- To progress on this point, it is essential to get di-
is verified. Here n(A, c) =N(A, c)/Ao is the dluster dis- rect experimental information on thermodynamic quanti-
tribution normalized to the size of the system, is the ties [47, 95, 96]: as we have discussed at length in chapter
scaling function, T, a are universal critical exponents and IX, these studies rather indicate that multifragmentation
c = (T, - T)/T, measures the distance from the critical can be associated to a first order phase transition.
point. At the critical density pc 1/2 the scaling tem-
perature results very close to the thermodynamic critical
temperature, however a comparable quality scaling is ob- XII. OUTLOOKS
served also at subcritical densities around a line of points
T, (p) < T (pc) situated inside the coexistence zone[8, 1 1]. An enormous progress has been done in the analy-

As it can be seen from figure 56 [91], the same thing si of multifragmentation experiments since the first ob-
is true if the Fisher droplet model ansatz is taken for the servations of approximate power laws in the inclusive
scaling function [93, 94] BEVALAC data 84] in the early 's. Thanks to the

AAM(T) - co (T)eAo' last generation sophisticated 4ir detectors like INDRA or
n(A, T) = qA~exp( T ) (75) MULTICS, an exclusive analysis of complete events se-
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P/PO the lattice (lower scale) or of the mass of the system (upper

scale) at different densities. The coupling is fixed to 5.5
MeV.

FIG. 56: Upper part: Fisher scaling of the cluster size dis- heat capacity signal can be suppressed in a way which is
tribution from eq.(75) in a 8X8X8 cubic lattice at different hilydpnetoteetrcehaelftecoiin
densities for temperatures 0.36 < Tle < 3.6 and cluster si highl a depeto therfed ut tornce. chanel the coalsision
4 < A < 30. Lower part: thermodynamic coexistence line adteeoedfiutt orc.Ide h nlsso
(full line) and region of critical partitions defined from the the quasi-projectile in the INDRA Ta ± Au at 32 A.Mev
ansatz (74) (dashed lines). Grey lines: coexistence line re- data, very similar to the MULTICS-Miniball Au + Au at
constructed from fragment partitions with the Fisher model 35 AMeV system analyzed in chapter IX, shows a neck
equation of state. Black dots: critical points defined from the emission or dynamical fission component which is not
Fisher ansatz eq.(75) at the different densities represented in present in the MULTICS data and which leads to partial
the upper part. energy fluctuations lower than the ones of figure 43 [75].

If this discrepancy can be understood from the theoret-
ical point of view (see section VIII C), however it shows

lected in centrality can be performed. The evaluation that the different detectors can produce a bias on the sta-
of collective variables on an event-by-event basis gives tistical sample which is difficult to control. In this respect
access to the high order moments of the observables dis- it is interesting to know that the ISIS ir + Au data at 600
tribution and allows for the first time to quantitatively A.MeV for which the dynamics of the entrance channel
address the equations of state of excited nuclear matter. is irrelevant, seem to show a very clean abnormal fluctu-

However it is important to stress that the quantitative ation signal[631 closely comparable with the MULTICS
study of nuclear thermodynamics is still in its infancy. one. In this set of data however the evaporation residue
Since every experimental apparatus has its own bias and is systematically undetected and light charged particle
deficiencies, the negative heat capacity signals have to be spectra show important high energy preequilibrium tails,
confirmed with experimental measurements with other and careful simulations have to be performed to clearly
detectors and only a systematic study as a function of the assess the effect of these limitations.
source mass can asses the isospin effects on the equation Apart from the abnormal fluctuation observable, in
of state and the influence of Coulomb, the last years we assist to an impressive accumula-

This is a difficult task since the problem of data se- tion of different signals of phase transitions in excited
lection is far from being trivial. For a large set of kine- nuclei[38, 94, 96, 981. Since the bias of the different sig-
matic situations it appears very hard to isolate the pree- nals are in general very different (see section VIII C), only
quilibrium particles [97] and/or the collective longitu- the correlation among the different observables can bring
dinal components originated from the neck breaking in a definitive convincing bunch of evidences of the phase
the transient bimolecular phase of the heavy ion collision transition.
!74I* Since these collective effects result in an overall de- Independent of the problems of data analysis, the im-
crease of fluctuations (see section VIII C) the negative portant conceptual problem of equilibrium is also still
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open. If we could dispose of an exact dynamical theory of
nuclear collisions depending on just a few free parameters
adjustable from experimental data, the nuclear equation
of state could e accessed by a theoretical study of the
equilibrium properties of this dynamical theory[99] with
the help of the ergodic theorem. Because of the enormous
complexity of the quantum many body problem this aim
is most probably impossible to reach, even if in the re-
cent years many body quantum transport theories have -0~ 0 0.5 0 0.5
greatly progressed.

The information theory approach that we have devel- ~ 100- c (
oed all along this work (see in particular chapter VIII)

tha insieo4t omleegneadtertclcn
is extremely powerful, however it is important to stress25
shistny spte preitiv owleregofc this theor ica never be2
guarteed. the dcanv moeasre af mean vaeor and nothrieng
elsatesdoe not ecesrily imly thalte adstibthiong1
ofse ths coesponngeoservl ispl suha to mimtizetion
ofthe ndey ing oyevbe tis suc crain th aieyos-' 
resonaberking hroypothesi that i werael ath an In5

other e wordsnth fact si that we hfav mt hno.an 0'00-~~-- 2000
ton odsa dtae sapleha doesoesue tat mthed ioetie
phiona inorationmpl is ffetvelyur lmted. this ojis e hy
theydegre inofreaation o ffaciveny eulirium.hi ise they
minimdzatio of inforation unde a given inie. se f
dynamicaltonstrints)mahas always to bien hecke byt co-10
pyaithcata ostith he daa anbckd h yttitcal- 0 0.20. 0 0 0.
models the ata ontith samer contrandts. ttitcl . 0,/A 0,) E/A

moteis imptotan te eae thateqbraium. beingby
defiitiotrand om realiztat ofuallbrthe posben by

crosnttso the system, raisonr ealy ttaoine For
cstatsca dectihte pm ieerienaty asatitical. mode a
dsnta nedipo to roue ptenhole stioscales FG. 58: Upper part: energy distribution inside the coexis-
that nbedied onod the ahamle, t onl tosr be tence region for the canonical (medium grey) and the Tsallis

thatcan e deinedon te daa saplebut nly o be (light grey: q < 1, dark grey: q > 1) ensemble. Medium part:
adequate for the specific observables we wish to study. normalized kinetic energy fluctuations (symbols) and kinetic
For instance if we want to perform a fluctuation analy- heat capacity (horizontal line). Lower part: microcanonical
sis in view of the measurement of the heat capacity, the heat capacity calculated from fluctuations (black) and from
statistical model must reproduce the data at the level the entropies deduced from the energy distributions (light,
of the second moments of collective observables, while medium and dark grey). The external pressure is well below
deviations on single particle observables or higher order p, (left side) and close to (right side).
moments can be safely accepted.

Even this is not easy to check. Indeed statistical mod-
els that can be exactly solved as Ising-like lattice mod- ever we cannot a priori exclude that the population of
els, because of their classical nature cannot be reason- phase space under the dynamical constraints is not uni-
ably compared to nuclear data in a quantitative way, form: this is even highly probable for the Coulomb part
while macroscopic fragmentation models with an ener- of the energy, since the relaxation time of long range
getics and state density fitted from nuclear data 48, 79J interactions can diverge[78, 1001. For example if the
use strong simplifications and approximations in the sam- fragment production mechanism is based on the spin-
pling procedure and the absence of bias of the statistical odal decomposition[98], the Coulomb interaction is not
sampling is not clearly demonstrated. expected to influence the fragment partitions at variance

This discussion on equilibrium may be academic as with an equilibrium picture, due to the insensitivity of
long as the nuclear interaction is concerned. Indeed the short unstable wavelengths to the long range inter-
model calculations employing short range forces system- actions. This picture would be consistent with the as-
atically show chaotic features and high sensitivities to tonishingly good scaling with the size of the system of
the initial conditions, which suggests that the ensem- multifragmentation partitions[56, 61].
ble of collisional events of identically prepared system It has been proposed[3] that these effects can be ac-
(i.e. corresponding to the same impact parameter) can counted for using an information kernel different from
be identified with a Gibbs statistical ensemble. How- the standard exponential of the Gibbs theory that we
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have presented in chapter I and used throughout this indeed be interpreted as an actual phase transition in
paper. Indeed the use of the so called non extensive the non extensive ensemble. If, following the theoretical
q-statistics[31 produces a distribution function for an ob- proposition of chapter VI, we still interpret the logarithm
servable controlled in average which can be different from of the probability distribution as an entropy even out of a
the Gibbs distribution depending on the value of a single Gibbs equilibrium, the second derivative of this quantity
parameter q, while the main characteristics of the statis- represents a (non-extensive) heat capacity, shown in the
tical entropy are preserved. Values of q > 1 (q < 1) en- lowest part of figure 58. Then we can conclude that the
hance (suppress) the tails of the distribution while q = 1 phase transition still exists out of equilibrium, the effect
gives back the Gibbs distribution. of q-statistics being summarized in a shift of the critical

It is interesting to note that in the case of a Tsal- point.
lis equilibrium the topologic definition of phase tran- However it is important to remark that in the q $ 1
sitions developed in chapter VI can still be applied, case the probability distribution does not allow to extract
An example from the isobar Lattice Gas model is any information about the density of states, at variance
given in figure 58. *The energy distribution charac- with the discussion in chapter VI. Conversely micro-
terized by the two parameters /3 and q, N (E) = canonical information can be extracted from the study
Zj'W(E) (1 - (1 - q) E//3)q~/1, is shown at different of partial energy fluctuations (see chapter VII), since
pressures for q < 1, q > 1 and q = 1. Deep inside the important property of the microcanonical ensemble
the coexistence (left part of fig.58) the bimodality sig- is that it can be accessed from any equilibrium by sorting
nal persists in the Tsallis ensemble, however close to the events in energy bins. The kinetic energy variance of the
critical point the Tsallis distribution can be qualitatively lattice gas model is compared to the canonical expecta-
different from the Gibbs one[101]. This can be seen for a tion in the medium panels of figure 58. The same ab-
pressure p <5 p, in the right part of figure 58. In the q < 1 normal fluctuations are observed in the coexistence zone
case the distribution shows no inversion of concavity in independent of q. The corresponding heat capacity eval-
a region where the density of states still has an anomaly uated from eq. (55) is displayed in the lower part of figure
as it can be seen from the corresponding heat capacity 58. This example shows that a systematic correlation be-
in the lower part of the figure. Conversely in the case tween bimodalities and fluctuations could allow to infer
q > 1 the distribution stays bimodal even at supercritical non extensif effects in the information kernel. As dis-
pressures[101]. In the framework of an extended theory cussed in section VIII C above, the same thing is true for
of phase transitions (see chapter VI) this bimodality can less exotic memory effects in the entrance channel.
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